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Preside,il and CEO Kwnng-\Vu Kim, the Board of Trustee,;, and 
the fuculty of Columbia College Chicago are proud to announce the 
COMMENCEMENT OF 
THE CLASS OF 2015 
Columbia 
COLLEGE C HICAGO 
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Advertising & Public Relations, Creative Arts Therapies, Creative 
Writing, Humanities, History, and Social Sciences: Cultural 
Studies, Education, English, Interdisciplinary Arts, Journalism 
SATURDAY, MAY 16, 2015, 10:00 A.M. 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2015 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
lhe Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall. Director) 
lhe Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens. Director) 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb. Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris. Director) 
Walkabout Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins. Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands. Ph.D .. Acting Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation 
Rashida Hutchinson '15 
Shannon Jeter ·15 
Peter Cook. Associate Professor and Interim Chair, American Sign Language 
INTRODUCTION 
Shanita Baraka Akintonde, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Advertising & Pubic Relations 
MANIFEST & PORTFOLIO DAY 2015 
Scenes From Our 2015 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner 
Logan Stahley M.F.A. '15 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
Rosita Sands. Ph.D .. Acting Chair. Music 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart. Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DECREE 
Josefina L6pez BA '93 
Playwright. Screenwriter. and Theater Producer 
Introduced by Teresa Puente M.F.A. '01. Associate Professor, Journalism 
THE 2015 \VINNER OF THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CHICAGO COMMENCEMENT POETRY COMPETITION 
OMG JS THE MOON OK?! 
Katherine Goldstein M.F.A. ·15 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, D.M.A .. President and CEO 
1 
MUSIC 
Happy 
By Pharrell Williams 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
Performed by Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, Columbia College 
Commencement Choir, R&B Ensemble: Showcase and Walkabout 
Recording and Performance Ensemble 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2015 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Halley Alexandra Noble, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Early Childhood Education 
Presented by Mary Quest, Lecturer, Early Childhood Education 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Conferral or Degrees by President Kim, assisted by 
Stanley T. Wearden, Ph.D .. Senior Vice President and Provost 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean and Professor, School of Media Arts 
John Green. Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor, School or Fine 
and Performing Arts 
Suzanne Blum Malley, Ph.D., Interim Dean, School or liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·1 Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
2 
Audio Arts & Acoustics, Dance, Radio, Science & Mathematics: 
Art & Materials Conservation, Television, Theatre 
SATURDAY, MAY 16, 2015, 1:30 P.M. 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2015 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement c11oir (Walter Owens. Director) 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Walkabout Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, Ph.D., Acting Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Co/umbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk niis Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
nie Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Uft Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation 
Rashida Hutchinson ·15 
Shannon Jeter' 15 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor and Interim Chair, American Sign Language 
INTRODUCTION 
Darrell Jones, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Dance 
MANIFEST & PORTFOLIO DAY 201S 
Scenes From Our 2015 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner 
Logan Stahley M.F.A. ·15 
Oavid McHugh. Director, Music Composilion for the Screen 
Rosita Sands, Ph.D., Acting Chair. Music 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart. Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE 
Anna D. Shapiro BA:90 
Tony Award-Winning Theater Direc1or and Artistic Director 
of Steppenwolf lheaue Company 
Introduced by David Cromer "86, lheaire Director, Stage Actor, and 
Columbia College Chicago Alumnus 
THE 2015 WINNER OF THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CHICAGO COMMENCEMENT POETRY COMPETITION 
OMG 1$ THE MOON OKAY?! 
Katherine Goldstein M.F.A. ·15 
PRESIDENTIAL A DD RESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, D.M.A .. President and CEO 
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MUSIC 
Happy 
By Pharrell Williams 
Arranged by Garey Deadman 
Performed by Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, Columbia College 
Commencement Choir, R&B Ensemble: Showcase and Walkabout 
Recording and Pertormance Ensemble 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2015 
VALEDlCTORTAN 
Conner Good, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of ArtS, Television 
Presented by Sara Livingston, Associate Professor. Television 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Conferral of Degrees by President Kim, assisted by 
Stanley T. Wearden. Ph.D .. Senior Vice President and Provost 
Robin Bargar. AMusD. Dean and Professor. School of Media Arts 
John Green. Ph.D .. Interim Dean and Professor. School of Fine 
and Pertorming Arts 
Suzanne Blum Malley, Ph.D .. Interim Dean, School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
MUSIC 
See You In Your Dreams 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don'1 Gil Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
4 
Business & Entrepreneurship, Fashion Studies, 
Interactive Arts & Media 
SATURDAY, MAY 16, 2015, 5:00 P.M. 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2015 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Bt>ris, Director) 
Walkaoout Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, Ph.D., Acting Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
Marci, of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 1his Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
1he Siar Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation 
Rashida Hutchinson ·15 
Shannon Jeter '15 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor and Interim Chair, American Sign Language 
INTRODUCTION 
Shanita Baraka Akintonde. Presiding 
Associate Professor, Advertising and Public Relations 
MANIFEST & PORTFOLIO DAY 2015 
Scenes From Our 2015 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner 
Logan Stahley M.F.A. ' 15 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
Rosita Sands. Ph.D .. Acting Chair, Music 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
CONFERRALOFHONORARYDEGREE 
Nan R. Warshaw MA '93 
Co-founder of Bloodshot Records 
Introduced by Philippe Ravanas. Professor and Chair, Business 
& Entrepreneurship 
THE 2015 WINNER OF THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CHICAGO COMMENCEMENT POETRY COMPETITION 
OMG IS THE MOON OK?/ 
Katherine Goldstein M.F.A. ·15 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, D.M.A .. President and CEO 
s 
MUSIC 
Happy 
By Pharrell Williams 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
Performed by Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, Columbia College 
Commencement Choir, R&B Ensemble: Showcase and Walkabout 
Recording and Performance Ensemble 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2014 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Hannah Meridian Kaiser, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Fashion Business 
Presented by Alexandra Howell, Ph.D., Lecturer, Fashion Studies 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Conferral of Degrees by President Kim, assisted by 
Stanley T. Wearden, Ph.D .. Senior Vice President and Provost 
Robin Bargar. AMusD. Dean and Professor, School of Media Arts 
John Green, Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor, School of Fine 
and Performing Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't G/1 Sassy 
By TI1ad Jones 
6 
Cinema Art + Science, Photography 
SUNDAY, MAY 17, 2015, 2:00 P.M. 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
lhe 2015 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Walkabout Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, Ph.D .. Acting Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Co/umbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
The Siar Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lih Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation 
Rashida Hutchinson ·15 
Shannon Jeter ·15 
Peter Cook. Associate Professor and Interim Chair. American Sign Language 
INTRODUCTION 
Darrell Jones, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Dance 
MANIFEST & PORTFOLIO DAY 2015 
Scenes From Our 2015 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner 
Logan Stahley M.F.A. '15 
David McHugh. Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
Rosita Sands. Ph.D .. Acting Chair, Music 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE 
Leonard C. Amato BA '75 
President. HBO Films 
Introduced by Julian Grant, Assistant Professor, Cinema Art + Science 
Tl-IE 2015 W INNER OF THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CH !CAGO COMMENCEMENT POETRY COMPETITION 
OMG IS THE MOON OK?/ 
Katherine Goldstein M.F.A. '15 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim. D.M.A .. President and CEO 
7 
MUSIC 
Happy 
By Pharrell Williams 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
Performed by Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, Columbia College 
Commencement Choir. R&B Ensemble: Showca.se and Walkabout 
Recording and Performance Ensemble 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2015 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Quincy W. Oliver, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts. Cinema Art + Science 
Presented by Thomas O'Donnell. Ph.D .. Lecturer, English 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Conferral of Degrees by President Kim, assisted by 
Stanley T. Wearden. Ph.D .. Senior Vice President and Provost 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean and Professor, School of Media Arts 
John Green, Ph.D .. Interim Dean and Professor, School of Fine 
and Performing Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
8 
Art + Design, American Sign Language, Music 
SUNDAY, MAY 17, 2015, 5:30 P.M . 
• 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2015 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
lhe Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
lhe Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director} 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb. Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris. Director} 
Walkabout Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerklns, Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands. Ph.D., Acting Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of lhe Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 77Jis Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
77Je Siar Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lifl Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J, Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation 
Rashida Hutchinson "15 
Shannon Jeter "15 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor and Interim Chair, American Sign Language 
INTRODUCTION 
Shanita Baraka Akintonde, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Advertising and Public Relations 
MANIFEST & PORTFOLIO DAY 2015 
Scenes From Our 2015 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner 
Logan Stahley M.F.A. '15 
David McHugh, Director. Music Composition for the Screen 
Rosita Sands, Ph.D .. Acting Chair, Music 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
CONFERRALOFHONORARYDEGREE 
Chester M. Gregory BA '95 
Actor and Singer 
Introduced by Bobbi Wilsyn, Senior Lecturer. Music 
THE 2015 WINNER OF THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CI-llCAGO COMMENCEMENT POETRY COMPETITION 
OMG IS THE MOON OKAY?/ 
Katherine Goldstein M.F.A. '15 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, D.M.A .. President and CEO 
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MUSIC 
Happy 
By Pharrell Williams 
Arranged by Garey Deadman 
Performed by Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, Columbia College 
Commencement Choir, R&B Ensemble: Showcase and Walkabout 
Recording and Performance Ensemble 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2015 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Kassidy L. Watkins, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts. ASL - English Interpretation 
Presented by Peter Cook, Associate Professor and Interim Chair, 
American Sign Language 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Conferral of Degrees by President Kim, assisted by 
Stanley T. Wearden, Ph.D .. Senior Vice President and Provost 
John Green. Ph.D .• Interim Dean and Professor. School of Fine 
and Performing Ans 
Suzanne Blum Malley. Ph.D .. Interim Dean, School of liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
MUSIC 
See You In Your Dreams 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·r Git Sassy 
By lhad Jones 
10 
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh. say can you see, by the dawn's early light. 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched. were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare. the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
O say, does that star·spangled banner yet wave 
O'erthe land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes. 
What is that which the breeze. o'er the towering steep. 
As it fitfully blows. now conceals, now discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning·s first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! 0 long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hi reling and slave 
From the terror of flight. or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever. when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace. may the heaven•rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must. for our cause i t is just, 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust: 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
11 
LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise. high as the listening skies. 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full o f the hope that the present has brought us; 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun. 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered. 
We have come. treading our path through the b lood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past. till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way; 
Thou Who hast by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever In the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand, 
True to our God, lfue to our native land. 
12 
The 2015 Winner of the 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
COMMENCEMENT POETRY COMPETITION 
OMG IS THE MOON OKAY?! 
Such luck to believe there was a bird, so 
glad to have spent my skin. This fire 
is so much how it is, just too many new. I 
literally copy and pasted the whole world, 
just hit the future of almost. This is how 
we invest in pieces, going out with a needle 
and thread, the soft decay. Oh, I'm good, j ust 
feeling less than me. Temporary, temporary, 
temporary. As if there aren't enough reasons 
to get a giant rock. This is the healing of being 
awake: carrots are the mad ones. I love you so 
obviously. This bunch of life skin, this importance 
or giving a voice to cardigans. Another day, another 
beautiful raisin in the whole thing, 
- Katherine GoldSlein, MFA • 15 
13 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Creative Individuals in Service to Humanity 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago confers honorary degrees on 
Individuals who have made outstanding contributions to the arts, journalism 
and the media , education, politics, and the business world. Their 
professional accomplishments, creative vision, and social and political 
engagement truly embody the highest ideals of the College. 
To be honored Saturday. May 16. 2015. 10:00a.m. 
JOSEFINA LOPEZ BA '93 
Josefina L6pez is a playwright, screenwriter, and theater producer best 
known for authoring the play and co-authoring the 2002 Sundance award· 
winning film. ·Real Women Have Curves.· and is developing a musical version 
of the play for Broadway. She is the founding artistic director of CASA 0101 
Theater in Los Angeles, which is committed to presenting plays that celebrate 
and shatter the myths and stereotypes of women and Latinos. LOpez 
started her writing career at 17 and has had more than 80 productions of 
her plays throughout the U.S. She has also been working as a professional 
screenwriter in Hollywood for nearly 25 years with countless development 
deals and screenplay assignments. LOpez is the recipient of numerous 
awards and accolades, including a formal recognition from U.S. Senator 
Barbara Boxer's 7th Annual ·women Making History in Hollywood" in1998; 
and a Screenwriling Fellowship from the California Arts Council in 2001. She 
and Real Women Have Curves co-author George LaVoo won the HUMANITIES 
PRIZE for Screenwriting in 2002, The Gabriel Garcia Marquez Award from L.A. 
Mayor in 2003, and the Artist-in-Residency grant from the NEA,/TCG for 2007. 
14 
TobehonoredSaWrday, May 16, 2015. 1:30 p.m. 
ANNA D. SHA PIRO BA '90 
Anna D. Shapiro is a Broadway director. an ensemble member, and the new 
artistic director of the Steppenwolf Theatre Company in Chicago. She was 
nominated for a 2011 Tony Award for her production of Stephen Adly Guirgis' 
award-winning play, The Motherf****r with the Hat, which she also directed 
at Steppenwolf to critical acclaim. She received the 2008 Tony, Drama Desk 
and Outer Critics Circle Awards for Best Direction of a Play for Steppenwolf 
Theatre Company's production of August: Osage County by Tracy Letts. Last 
season, Shapiro directed the Broadway revival of Of Mice and Men, which 
National Theatre live selected as the first American production to be broadcast 
to over 700 cinemas across the US and Canada. She has been affiliated with 
Steppenwolf Theatre Company in Chicago since 1995, serving as the original 
director of the New Plays Lab. later joining the artistic staff as Resident Director, 
Associate Artist and. since 2005. as an Ensemble member with numerous 
directing credits Shapiro is the recipient of a 1996 Princess Grace Award, as 
well as the 2010 Princess Grace Statue Award. Shapiro's work can currently 
be seen on Broadway in the critically acclaimed revival of Steppemvolf's 
production of This Is Our Youth by Kenneth Lonergan. Upcoming projects 
include the world premiere of Larry David's Fish In the Dark on Broadway, 
To be honored Sawrday, May 16, 201 5, 5:00 p.m. 
NAN R. WARSHAW BA '93 
Nan Warshaw co-founded Bloodshot Records. an independent record 
label based in Chicago that specializes in roots and country music (also 
known as alt-country or insurgent country) in 1994. With more than 220 
releases to date, Bloodshot Records has launched the careers of Ryan 
Adams, Neko Case. Old 97's and Justin Townes Earle. Warshaw has worked 
closely with Jon Langford (Waco Brothers, Mekons), who served as an 
·exceptionally prolific, hardworking role model who taught by example.· 
Warshaw is currently working new releases by Lydia Loveless, Murder By 
Death, Barrence Whitfield and The Savages, Robbie Fulks, Banditos. JC 
Brooks & The Uptown Sound, Cory Branan, Luke Winslow-King among 
many others. She also currently sits on the advisory boards of The Future Of 
Music Coalition, The Chicago Music Coalition. and on the honorary board of 
Foundations Of Music. Nan, along with her Bloodshot Records partner Rob 
MIiier, were named 2014 Chicagoans of the Year In Rock by the Chicago 
Tribune. In 2015, she served as ChicagoMade Ambassador to SXSW. 
To be honored Sunday, May 17. 2015, 2:00p.m. 
LEONARD C. AMATO BA 01s 
Len Amato is President or HBO Films for Home Box Office and is responsible 
for overseeing the development and production of HBO Films for the 
network. Since Amato took the helm In October 2008, HBO Films has 
garnered numerous awards and accolades. The 1009·14 award seasons 
produced 39 Emmy Awards and 12 Golden Globes. winning an Emmy for 
Outstanding Made for Television Movie in 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013 and 
2014. With 11 wins and 15 nominations, HBO Films· movie, "Bel1ind the 
Candelabra,· was the most awarded program at the 2013 Em mys. Prior to 
becoming president, Amato served as HBO program executive and executive 
producer on 2008's Outstanding Made for Television Movie and multiple 
Emmy-winning film Recount, starring Oscar winner Kevin Spacey and Oscar 
nominee Tom Wilkinson. Recount garnered Amato his first Emmy Award win 
and also began his association with director Jay Roach and writer Danny 
Strong who would later repeat their creative collaboration on Game Change. 
Prior to joining HBO. Amato was president of Spring Creek Productions. His 
producer/executive producer credits include: Analyze This and Analyze That; 
Possession; Deliver Us from Eva; Rumor Has It: The Astronaut farmer, and 
the Golden Globe and Oscar nominated Blood Diamond. Prior to his career 
in the Rim Industry, Amato was a musician and actor, performing at such 
renowned downtown venues as CBGB's and La Mama Experimental theatre 
In New York City. He is a member of the Producers Guild or America. 
To be honored Sunday. May 17, 2015, 5:30 p.m. 
CHESTER M. GREGORY BA •95 
Chester Gregory is an award-winning actor, singer and songwriter whose 
rise to fame began after starring as Jackie Wilson in the national tour of 
The Jackie Wilson Story. The tour began at The Black Ensemble Theater 
In Chicago before it landed at the Apollo Theater in Harlem, He made his 
Broadway debut in the Tony Awarc!-Winning musical. Hairspray as Seaweed 
and then appeared in the original Broadway casts of Tarzan and Cry-Baby. 
He later starred in the national tour of Dreamgirls as Jimmy Early before 
returning to Broadway to star opposite Raven Symone in Sister Act. In 
2015, he added an August Wilson play to his resume when he appeared as 
Sterling in Two Trains Running at the Goodman Theatre. Gregory has received 
numerous awards for his work, including a NAACP Theater Award, a Joseph 
Jefferson Award, Audelco Award, Black Theatre Alliance Award and a Black 
Excellence Award. Since a show centered around the legacy or Jackie Wilson 
is where it all began, Gregory created a one-man show, The Eve of Jackie. 
which he's performed in various cities across the country. Gregory continues 
to tour nationally with his one-man show, and now resides in Los Angeles. 
where he is transitioning into TV and film work. 
15 
2015 VALEDICTORIANS 
Saturday, May 16, 2015, 10:00 a.m. 
HAILEY ALEXANDRA NOBLE 
Bachelor of Arts, Early Childhood Education 
Halley Noble was born in Miami. Florida and moved to Chicago to attend 
Columbia College Chicago as an Early Childhood Education major. She 
spent her time working with children in preschool and first grade during 
her student teaching practicum. This hands-on experience validated that 
she wanted to become an early childhood educator. Chicago has provided 
Hailey with many opportunities around the city. Halley took an interest in 
the violin at an early age and has played ever since. During high school. 
she played with the Miami String Project orchestra, representing the USA 
in the Asian Arts Festival In Japan. With the orchestra's participation In 
outreach programs, the desire for a career educating young children began 
to gel. During her time at Columbia. she has played violin in various bands 
and in live theater around the city, Looking forward, Hailey will continue her 
education pursuing a Master's degree in Educational Psychology in Boulder, 
Colorado. Outside of teaching, Hailey enjoys outdoor activities including 
camping, fishing, and hiking. 
Saturday, May 16, 2015, 1:30 p.m. 
CONNER GOOD 
Bachelor of Arts, Television 
Conner Good Is a TV major with a passion for queer storytelling - both in 
his own work and as the producer of the podcast Media Queery with film 
critic Kyle Turner. While editor-in-chief of the TV Department"s Watercooler 
Journal (which he co-founded), Conner fostered an excitement for fan-made 
works and spoke about that excitement as a panelist a longside Sharon 
Marie Ross at the Flow Conference in Austin. He grew up In Utit2, PA. fell in 
love wi th Chicago, IL and is now always writing In Los Angeles. CA, where he 
is currently pursuing a career in TV. 
Saturday, May 16, 2015, 5:00 p.m. 
HANNAH MERIDIAN KAISER 
Bachelor of Arts, Fashion Business 
Hannah was born and raised in Madison. Wisconsin, She chose Columbia 
College Chicago because it was the only school she applied to that offered 
a comprehensive business program with a concentration on the fashion 
industry, She also was inspired by the LAS core requirements and saw 
opportunities for personal growth and development. These classes became 
particularly important when Hannah discovered her passion for Women·s 
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Studies. leading her to declare a Women and Gender Studies minor. During 
her tirne at Columbia. Hannah was the Vice President of Columbia College 
Hillel for her junior and senior years. She also discovered her passion for 
yoga through free classes at her dorm her freshman year and fulfi lled her 
dream of becoming a yoga instructor in the summer of 2014. 
Sunday, May 17, 2015, 2:00 p.m . 
QUINCY W. OLIVER 
Bachelor of Arts, Cinema Art + Science 
Quincy Oliver will be graduating from the Cinema Art + Science Department 
here at Columbia College Chicago, and has focused his studies within the 
Location Sound concentration. Quincy is from a small city In central Illinois 
and loves to watch and perform comedy. The best way he can describe 
himself Is: a shy soul overtaken by the urge to be heard. He believes in 
speaking and writing with a strong sense of voice. taking time to think 
through things, and not lening the fear of being labeled as ·dumb" get in the 
way of admitting you don't know something. As for his future plans. he has 
stressed the Importance of recognizing good opportunities and then taking 
advantage of them. He"s vowed to reach for success as far as he can. while 
making sure not to lose his core values or himself in the process. 
Sunday, May 17, 2015, 5:30 p.m. 
KASSIDY L. WATIUNS 
Bachelor of Arts, ASL - English Interpretation 
Kassldy Watkins will be graduating from the American Sign Language 
Department here at Columbia College Chicago. In the four years that she has 
spent on campus. she has taken various classes in multiple departments 
to enrich herself as a student and a person. held down an on-campus office 
job, volunteered within the Deaf community, assisted in the coordination 
and planning of the department's Open House and Industry Nights. taken 
part in a research team led by Dr. Jim Van Manen, and traveled to Baltimore, 
MD to work for both him and the Deaf artist Ann Silver at the Deaf Seniors 
of America Conference. During her summers. Kassidy works as a camp 
counselor in southeast Michigan at a camp for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
children and adults. In addition to her Immersion in the Deaf community. 
Kassidy also teaches cycling and a range of other fitness related classes 
under the group certification degrees she acquired during her time spent 
here at Columbia. Most recently in her endeavors, you are able to find her 
on Nike.com, training for her second triathlon, and studying for the National 
Interpreter Certification (NIC) written and performance tests. 
A RECORD OF RECOGNITIONS* 
1964-2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2014 
2014 
2014 
2014 
2014 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2013 
2012 
2012 
2012 
JOSEFINA LOPEZ Playwright, Screenwriter, and Theater Producer 
ANNA D. SHAPIRO Tony Award-Winning Theater Director and 
Artistic Director of Steppenwolr Theatre Company 
NAN R. WARSHAW Co-founder of Bloodshot Records 
LEONARD C. AMATO President. HBO Films 
CHESTER M. GREGORY Actor and Singer 
JEANNE GANG Architect 
JIM JACOBS Composer, Lyricist, and Playwright 
TONY KARMAN Promoter o f Contemporary Art 
DIANE RAVITCH Professor and Historian or Education 
GORDON QUINN Documentary Filmmaker 
LORENZO RENNIE HARRIS Dancer, Choreographer, Artistic 
Director and Professor 
JOSEPH SHANAHAN Founder and Owner of Metro and Smart Bar 
MARTHA NUSSBAUM, PH.D., Philosopher, Author and Professor 
ROBERT TEITEL AND GEORGE TILLMAN, JR. FIimmakers 
JESSICA STOCKHOLDER Sculptor and Installation Artist 
JANE HAMILTON Author and Novelist 
HERBIE HANCOCK Musician 
WARRICK L. CARTER, Ph.D., College President and Musician 
ALLEN M. TURNER, Businessman, Arts Activist and Musician 
PHIL RAMONE Music Producer 
LEE FLAHERTY CEO, Flair Communications Agency 
PHILIP·LORCA DICORCIA Phot0grapher 
2012 STEVE JAMES Documentary FIimmaker 
2012 
2012 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2010 
2010 
2010 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2008 
2008 
2008 
2007 
2007 
2007 
WARREN SPECTOR Video Game Designer 
MAVIS STAPLES Vocalist 
REGINA TAYLOR Actress and Playwright 
BRUCE MAU Designer 
RYAN SCHREIBER Arts Entrepreneur 
DR. PETER MAGUBANE Internationally Acclaimed Photographer 
ALEX KOTLOWITZ Nationally Renowned Author and Journalist 
ROBERT KLEIN Award Winning Actor and Comedian 
KUNIHIKO UKIFUNE Businessman and Educator 
ALISON KNOWLES Artist 
CARLA DELFOS Arts Education Leader and Executive 
RAY BRADBURY Author 
THOMAS MISNER Audio Engineer, Producer and Educator 
LEE ELIOT BERK, ESQ. Music Educator 
TRISHA BROWN Dancer and Choreographer 
DAN RATHER Journalist and Broadcaster 
PHILIP BAILEY, RALPH JOHNSON, MAURICE WHITE, VERDINE 
WHITE Renowned Musicians and Recording Artists 
GRACIELA ITURBIDE Celebrated Photographer 
JOE ADAMS Producer and Arts Manager 
ARMYAN BERNSTEIN Producer. Screenwriter. and Director 
DIONNE WARWICK Renowned Recording Artist 
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2006 BUDDY GUY Blues Musician 2001 RENEE FERGUSON Investigative Reporter and Community Activist 
2006 BERNARD SAHLI NS The Second City Founder 2001 HAROLD RAMIS Director and Screenwriter 
2006 LINDA JOHNSON RICE Journalist 2001 MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV Outstanding Contributor in the Field 
of the Arts 
2005 BILL VIOLA Video Artist 
2000 ORAL LEE BROWN Entrepreneur ancl Savior of Children 
2005 MARK HEISTER Fashion Designer 
2000 SIDNEY L. PORT Philanthropist, Businessman, and Son of 
2005 ALAN KAY Computer Innovator Chicago 
2000 ROBERT V. REMINI Scholar and Teacher 
2004 BILL T. JONES Artistic Director and Choreographer 2000 ROBERT SHAVE Pioneer of Independent Film 
2004 MARY ELLEN MARK Photographer and Humanist 
2004 FRANK RICH Author. Editor and Cultural Critic 
1999 ARTHUR C. NIELSEN, JR. Market Researcher and Corporate 
Leader 
2003 RUSSELL SIMMONS Art & Music Advocate 1999 SARA PARETSKY Mystery Writer and Champion of Women 
2003 LOIS WEISBERG Arts Manager & Advocate 1999 WILLIAM E. STRICKLAND, JR. Empowering the Disadvantaged 
2003 TONY KUSHNER Celebrated Playwright 
Through the Arts 
HENRY FOGEi Arts Manager & Advocate 
1999 SHERMAN JOSEPH ALEXIE, JR. Storyteller, Poet, and Voice of 
2003 Truth 
2003 JOHN WIDEMAN Celebrated Author 
1998 MOMMA HAWK Mentor of Hope for the Children 
2002 GRACE PALEY Author and Activist 1998 JOHN H. BRYAN Exemplary Leadership in Business and the Arts 
2002 ALAN ARKIN Actor and Director 1998 WILLIAM WARFIELD Magnificent Voice of the Century 
2002 AWOLE WI LLA JO ZOLLAR Director and Choreographer 1998 DAVID HENRY HWANG Tru th•teller for Our Times 
2002 LEWIS MANILOW Art Advocate 
1997 FRED EYCHANER Media Innovator and lnspiringAct.ivist 
2001 ALTON B. HARRIS Outstanding Columbia College Chicago Trustee 
1997 MARGARET CORBETT DALEY Civic Activist and First Lady of the 
2001 JESSEL. JACKSON, JR. Member of the Unit ed States House of City of Chicago 
Representatives 
1997 JAMES W. COMPTON Champion of Racial Equality 
2001 JOHN SZARKOWSKI Curator, Photohistorian, Writer, & 
Photographer 
2001 DANNY K. DAVIS Congressman and Advocate for Education 
1996 IRV KUPCINET A Man, a City, an Era 
200, LISEL MUELLER Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
1996 JOHN W. ROGERS, JR. Chicago's Pioneering Investment Leader 
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1996 ISABEL ALLENDE The Voice of Spirits, Magic. and Dreams 1992 MATHILDE KRIM Medical Scientist and AIDS Crusader 
1996 RICHARD HUNT Mozart of Metal Sculpture 1992 HENRY AARON Baseball Player and Executive 
1996 PAUL SIMON United States Senator 
1991 DOUGLAS TURNER WARD Founding Artistic Director, The Negro 
1995 VICTOR SKREBNESKI Photographer and Artist 
Ensemble Company 
1995 JOHN H. JOHNSON A Voice of Reason for All People 
1991 HELEN VALDEZ President. Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum 
SANDRA P. GUTHMAN A Driving Force Behind Social Progress in 
1991 JOHNATHAN RODGERS President, CBS Television Stations 
1995 
Chicago 1991 WILLARD L. BOYD. President, Field Museum of Chicago 
1995 EUGENE C. D'ANGELO, JR. A Posi tive Catalyst in the 
Communications Industry 
1990 FAITH HUBLEY Animator and Illustrator 
1995 ANN LANDERS n,e Most Influential Woman in the United States 1990 LEON DESPRES Advocate of Social Justice 
1995 BEN VEREEN The Very Definition of Entertainer 1990 YOUSUF KARSH Photographer 
1990 HASKELL WEXLER Cinematographer 
1994 THE RIGHT HONORABLE HAGE G. GEINGOB Prime Minister of The CLARENCE PAGE Editorial Columnist 
Republic o f Namibia 
1990 
1994 MYRLIE EVERS-WILLIAMS A Champion of Justice 
1994 REVEREND JOHN T. RICHARDSON A Chicago Leader in Higher 
1989 BERNARD LOWN Nobel Laureate For Peace. 1985 
Education 1989 STERLING STUCKEY Historian 
1994 RITA SIMO Musician, Teacher. and Social Reformer 1989 BERNICE WEISSBOURD President, Family Focus 
1994 JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN A Scholar for Our Generation 1989 LEON LEDERMAN Nobel Laureate in Physics 
1993 ETTA MOTEN BARNETT Stage and Film 1988 KENNETH G. RYDER President. Northeastern University, Boston 
Performer. and Arts Educator 
1988 MIKE ROYKO Newspaper Columnist 
1993 CINDY PRITZKER President, Board of 
Directors, Chicago Public library 
1988 JOHN BIRKS " DIZZY" GILLESPIE Jazz Trumpeter 
1993 RIGOBERTA MENCHU Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
1988 WILLIAM JULIUS WI LSON Sociologist 
1993 JANE ALEXANDROFF A Prime Contributor to the Success of 
1988 ARDIS KRAINIK General Director. Lyric Opera of Chicago 
Columbia College 
1993 CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN United States Senator 1987 LAWRENCE K. GROSSMAN President, NBC News 
1993 COKIE ROBERTS Senior News Analyst, National Public Radio 1987 PASTORA SAN JUAN CAFFERTY Professor, Social Service 
Administration 
HEDRICK L. SMITH Journalist 
1987 JACK BRICKHOUSE Sport s Broadcaster 
1992 
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1987 MARGARET BURROUGHS Founder, DuSable Museum 1982 LUIS VALDEZ Writer Director and Producer 
1987 IRVING B. HARRIS Distinguished Contributor to Human Welfare 1982 JAMES VAN DER ZEE Photographer 
1987 JAMES HIGHTOWER Texas Commissioner or Agriculture 1982 GARRY WILLS Columnist 
1986 FRED FRIENDLY Broadcast Journalist and Educator 1981 FRANKLIN A. LONG Scientist 
1986 LINUS PAULING Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 and Peace 1981 HARRY EDWARDS Sociologist 
1962 
1981 MICHAEL CACOYANNIS Film Director 
1986 RANDALL ROBINSON Executive Director, TransAfrlca 
1981 MARILYN FRENCH Writer 
1986 WILLIAM FORD United States Congressman 
1981 GEORGE MCGOVERN Statesman 
1986 RUTH ADAMS Editor, Bullelfn of the Atomic Scientists 
1980 HERMON D. SMITH Chairman, Field Foundation of Illinois 
1985 JAMES HOGE Publisher, New York Daily News 1980 HARRY WEESE Architect 
1985 EILEEN SOUTHERN Music Historian 
1980 LOIS WILLE Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1985 RAY NORDSTRAND President, WFMT, Inc. 1980 RONALD WILLIAMS President. Northeastern Illinois University 
1985 THE HONORABLE CONOR CRUISE O' BRIEN Diplomat and Writer 
1979 JESSIE WOODS Director, Urban Gateways 
1984 WILLIAM APPLEMAN WILLIAMS Historian 
1979 JOHN FISCHETTI Political Cartoonist 
1984 JOHN LEWIS Composer, Musician, and Founder of the Modern 
MAYA ANGELOU Poet 
Jazz Quartet 1979 
1984 VICTOR NAVASKY Editor. 71le Nation Magazine 1979 
CARLOS FUENTES Novelist 
1984 PAMELA HARRIMAN National Civic Leader 1979 
TOM WICKER Journalist 
1983 THE HONORABLE HAROLD WASHINGTON Mayor, City of Chicago 
1978 ROBERT COLES Social Philosopher 
1983 MARJORIE CRAIG BENTON United States Representative to 1978 
EDGAR Y. "YIP" HAR BURG Lyricist 
UNICEF 1978 ABBY MANN Television and Film Writer 
1983 MARCEL OPHULS Documentary Filmmaker 1978 ADDIE WYATT Labor Humanist 
1983 CHRISTOPHER JENCKS Educator 1978 CARLOS CHAVEZ Composer-Conductor 
1982 HELEN CALDICOTT Peace Advocate 1977 ORIANA FALLACI Journalist 
1982 SHERRY LANSING President, 20th Century Fox 1977 ELIOT WIGGINTON Educator 
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1977 MARIA MARTINEZ Potter for Human Rights 
1977 GORDON PARKS, SR. Photographer. Filmmaker. and Writer 1972 PAULINE KAEL Motion Picture Critic 
1977 DANIEL SCHORR BroadcastJournalist 1972 CHESTER "HOWLIN' WOLF" BURNETT Musicia11 
1972 NEIL SHEEHAN Reporter, New York Times 
1976 JOHN HAMMOND Columbus of American Music 1972 WILLIAM F. RUSSELL Sports Commentator, Coach, and Athlete 
1976 ROMAN VISHNIAC Biolog ist and Microphotographer 1972 NEWTON N. MINOW Public Servant and Attorney 
1976 KATHERINE KUH Art Critic, Curator. and Writer 
1976 JONATHAN KOZOL Educator and Social Critic 1971 WILLIAM PROXMIRE United States Senator. Wisconsin 
1976 ED BULLINS Playwright 1971 KAY BOYLE Wri ter 
1971 JOSEPH PAPP Director. New York Public Theatre and Shakespeare 
Festival 
1975 ARTHUR MITCHELL Director, Dance Theatre of Harlem 
1971 CHARLES G. HURST, JR. President. Malcolm X College, Chicago 
BRICKTOP Entertainer 1975 
1971 AARON SISKIND Photographer and Teacher 
1975 ALEXANDER L.C. WILDER Composer 
1975 GEORGE W. BONHAM Edltor•in·Chief, Change 
1970 R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER Architect 
1975 SEYMOUR M. HERSH Pulitzer Prize-winning Reporter 
1970 FRANK REYNOLDS Broadcast Journalist 
1970 FANNIE LOU HAMER Chairman, Mississippi Freedom Democratic 
1974 ALBERT E. JENNER, JR. Distinguished Lawyer Party 
1974 IVAN ALBRIGHT Artist 1970 WILLIAM M. BIRENBAUM President, Staten Island College, New 
1974 JAMES T. FARRELL Writer York 
1974 RUTH PAGE Dancer 
1974 CHARLEMAE ROLLINS Acclaimed Librarian 1969 SISTER ANN IDA GANNON, 8.V.M. President, Mundelein College, 
Chicago 
1969 CHARLES WILBERT WHITE, Artist 
1973 HARRISON E. SALISBURY Associate Editor, New York Times 
1969 DAVID HALBERSTAM Reporter, Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1973 BOB FOSSE Film, Theater, and Television Director 
1973 ROSA PARKS Montgomery, Alabama 
1968 EDWARD KENNEDY " DUKE" ELLINGTON 
1973 MYLES F. HORTON Director, Highlander Folk School Composer 
1973 JAMES B. HOLDERMAN Executive Director, Illinois Board 1968 LOUIS J, · STUDS" TERKEL Wri te r 
of Higher Education 
1968 RALPH NADER Citizen 
1972 QUENTIN D. YOUNG National Chairman, Medical Committee 
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1967 DWIGHT W. FOLLETT Publisher 
1967 KENNETH F. MONTGOMERY Attorney 
1967 NORMAN CORWIN Writer. Poet, and Playwright 
1967 LANGSTON HUGHES Poet 
1966 EUGENE RABINOWITCH Editor, Bulle!in of Atomic Scientists 
1966 FREDERICK DOUGLAS O'NEAL President, Actors' Equity 
1966 JOHN BRAOEMAS United States Congressman 
1965 CURTIS D. MACDOUGALL Distinguished Teacher 
1965 PAUL HAMILTON ENGLE Poet and Teacher 
1964 GWENDOLYN BROOKS Poet 
• Honorary Doctorates on Ans. Science. Leners. Music and Humane Leners 
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Candidates for the 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2015 
Rebecca L. Aguilar Sheila Marie Headspeth Bobbi McKissick Victoria Salinas 
Interdisciplinary Arts Journalism Dance Movement Therapy Journallsm 
Benita Johnson 
& Counseling 
Kaitlynn Raye Sinke Amy Lee Ahmed 
lruerdisciplinary Arts Interdisciplinary Arts Brooke Marie Miller Dance Movement Therapy & 
Dance Movement n 1erapy Coui1seling 
Hannah Grace Bailey Keyanna Leanne Johnson & Counseling 
Dance Movement Therapy & Journalism Christa Smith 
Counseling Tayne Murphy Journalism 
Patrick Thomas Justin Dance Movement Therapy 
Sara Elizabeth Broussard Dance Movement Therapy & & Counseling Michael Christopher Snydel 
Dance Movement Therapy & Counseling Journalism 
Counseling Sylvia P. Oben 
Brigitte Stein ken Sydney Rebecca Lawson Journalism 
Joanna Bucse JoumaUsm Dance Movement Therapy & 
Interdisciplinary Arts Ash lea Michele Palafox Counseling 
Tonia Rose Levison Dance Movement Therapy & 
Brittany Delk Danco Movement Therapy & Counseling Maria Luisa Torres 
Journalism Counseling Dance Movement Therapy & 
Stefanie Marie Piatkiewicz Counseling 
Jessica Miriam Diaz Darren Patricio Lorenzi Jr. lntordisclpllnary Arts 
Dance Movement lhera1>Y & Interdisciplinary Arts Krista Tyner 
Counseling Rosemary Puloka Dance Movement lherapy & 
Monimia Yvonne Macbeth Dance Movement Therapy & Counseling 
Danielle Marie Dwyer Dance Movement Therapy & Counseling 
Journalism Counseling Alexandria Michelle Va nover 
Veronica Renee Rios lnterdlsciplina,y Arts 
Stephan ie O. Ford Heather Louisa Maclaren Journalism 
Journalism Dance Movement lherapy Jessica \Venck 
& Covnseling Rosalind Christina Rodgers Joumallsm 
Martinez Edjuan·Brian Ga.rcias Dance Movement Therapy & 
Interdisciplinary Arts Counseling 
Candidates for the 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT DEGREE 2015 
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management 
Phillip Ashbrook Christy Hamilton Laura Mikulski Paul Saksith Su wan 
Jesse-James Austin Kelsey Hayenga Brittani Michelle Nelson Dan iel Vuillaume 
Meredith Wood Bahuriak Mega n Denise Hersman Jennifer Claire Noyes Brandon Aaron Waters 
David Alexander Blaxton Janelle Jones Carolina Posse Kathryn weatherly 
Jamie Eyster Akshay Kaushik Joshua Cowan Robinson 
Delilah Rochelle Gamble David Christopher Krause Renee Rock 
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Candidates for the 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING DEGREE 2015 
Christine Albarran Jennifer Lauren Crone Angela F. Lowery Matt Proshka 
Elementary Education Art Education Art Education Elementary Educauon 
Carolina Arroyave Chadd William Engel Jeanne Therese McLean Neelesh P. Sane 
Art Education Art Education Art Education Art Educat•Orl 
Nath alie L-0uise Baranyk Camille Elaine Gregory Ignacio Mendez Tanya N. Tipton 
Art Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Art Education 
Jessica Ferree Burton Kristen Britt Hill Mary Passmore Palmer 
Art Education Elementary Education Art Education 
Dana Nicole Cotton Andy Knuth Angelina Pronobis 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary EduCDtion 
Candidates for the 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2015 
Mohammad Allam Heather Rebekah Buechler Cameron Decker Robert Judson f"orney 
c,ncma Art +Science· Cinema lnterdisciphnary Book and Paper Ans Creative Writing · Poetry Cinema Art+ Sele.nee· Cinema 
Direct.mg Directing 
Phaedra Anne Call Janelle Deneen Dowell 
DeAndre James Allen-Toole Photography hnerdisciplfnary Arts and Media Alyssa Marie Fuerholzer 
Music Composition for the Screen Creative Wnting • F,cuon 
Ruth Camargo Facaz Emamdoust 
Grayson Hugh Bagwell Creative Wr1tlrlg · FtcHon Music Compos1t1on for the Screen Joshua Garvin 
lnterd1.sc1plhrnry Book and Paper ArlS Cinema Art • Science· Cinema 
David Chambers Derrick Earl Oircctmg 
Edward Lyle Barton Creative Wntlng • Poetry c,eat1ve Wnting · Fiction 
Music Comp0sluon for the Screen Juan C. Giraldo 
Tiana Cheyfitz Taylor Madison Epps Photography 
Anastasia Basche Photography Ctnema Art~ Scrence • Crea11ve 
Cinema Art + SCtence • Cinema Producing Katherine Goldstein 
Directing Adrienne Lynn c,ealive Writing· Poetry 
Canzolino Ciskey Jay AndrewTria Espa no 
Christopher Joseph Bednash lnterd1sc1ptinary Arts and Media Cinema Art +Science· Cinema Yeinicr Romeu Gonzalez 
lnterdisciplln:uy Arts and Media Oireetlnr. Photography 
Michael Andrew Bogart 
Allison Mary Deck Clarke Angela Davis Fegan Adriana M. Gonzalez Photography 
Creauve Wnung -F1cuon lnterd1sciphnary Book and Paper Arts Creative Nonfiction 
Justin Anrhony Botz 
Robert Carnilius Cogdell, IU Lauren Ariel Fields Justin Grogan Ch,ema Art+ Science· Cinema 
lnterdlsclpllnary Arts and Media Directmg Crnativc Writing· Fiction Creative Wnting · Poetry 
Sara Marie Broshofske Sa mantha Branca Cook Eliza Fogel John Robert Hagley 
Music Composluon for the Screen 1n1erdlsclpllnary Arts and Medin Creative Wnting · Flcuon Mus(c Cornposiuon for the Screen 
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Olayinka Mary Hassan 
C~nema Al'l +Science· Cmema 
Directing 
Eric Hazen 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
James Blake Heiner 
Crnema An + Science· Cinema 
01recung 
Pi-Hsuan Huang 
Music Composition for the Scnwn 
Matthew Severn Jankiewicz 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Alexander Carlos Jaros 
Cre,?lHve Wfllh1g · flct1on 
Latoya N. Jones 
Cinema Art +Science· Creative 
Producing 
Kevin Kane 
Creative Wnting · Fiction 
Natalia Micole Kennedy 
Creative w,,tlng. Pocuy 
Steffany Elizabeth King 
Creative Nonfiction 
Corey£. Klinzing 
Creatlvn Wntlng · Ftctlon 
Katharine Kress 
Creative Nonfict,on 
Amy Michelle Leners 
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts 
Hsin Yu Lin 
Mus1c Compos111on ror the Screen 
Ana Ziegler Locs 
Cinema Art• Science-Cinema 
Otrettmg 
\Villiam Lee Mackie-Jenkins 
Creattve Writing· Poetry 
Christopher John Maroach 
Creative Wntmg · Fiction 
Corinne Frances Marquardt 
Cinema Art + Sdcncc · Cinema 
o,rnctlng 
Jared Richard Martin 
Music Composition ror the Screen 
A rnecia Mcglory 
Creative Wnting - Fiction 
Teresa Mcmahon 
Crea11vo Writing· Poetry 
Elizabeth Marina Meehan 
Creauve Writing · Fiction 
Elaine Catherine Miller 
Photography 
Fahima Mohamood 
Cmema Art + Science · Cinema 
Olrecung 
Faisal Mohyuddin 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Omar Habib Moujaes 
Cinema Art + Science· Cinema 
Directing 
Marianne Marciano 
Creative Writing· Flcllon 
Jessica Oklee Nelson 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Tin Duy Nguyen 
Clnenw Art -+ Sclunce -Cinema 
Directing 
Amye Day Ong 
Creative Nonfiction 
Gino Joseph Orlandi 
Creative Writmg • Fiction 
Taylor Dane Pedersen 
Creative Writ.log· Poetry 
Chuntanay Ayana Phillips 
Cmcma An " Scieoce · Cinema 
Directing 
Brian Pierrus 
Creative Nonfiction 
Thomas c. Popp 
Creat11Je Writing· Fiction 
Tomas Jesus Ruiz 
1n1erdJsc,pl1nary Arts and Media 
Jessica Scott 
Creative Writing · F1ct1on 
Dustin Ryan Seelinger 
lmcrdisciphnar)' Book and Paper Arts 
Levi Sherman 
lnterdiScipllnary Book and Paper Arts 
Brett M. Slezak 
Creallve Nonfiction 
Kaitlin Sponseller 
Cinema Art+ Science· Creative 
Ptoducing 
Melissa T. Spor 
CreAtive Writing· Fiction 
Loga n Stahley 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Karolina Anna Stepek 
CreatM? wn11ng- Fiction 
Parker Joseph Stockman 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Margaret Mae Sullivan 
Creative Nonfiction 
Stephen Tanksley 
Mus le Composhlon for the Screen 
Patrick E. Thornton 
Creative Nol'lf,cuon 
Brittany Leigh Tomaselli 
Crcattvc Writing· Poetry 
Kayla Marie Tyson 
Craativc wmmg- Ficuon 
Orlenajcan Vieira 
Photography 
Julian Andrew \Valker 
Cinema Art .; Science· Cmema 
01rectmg 
Kellen Elizabeth Walker 
1merdlsc1pllnary Arts and Media 
Naomi Erin Washer 
Creauve Nonficl1on 
Danielle Wilcox 
Cfcatwc Wntlng · fiction 
Amanda Blake 
Willett-Stephens 
lnterdiScipllnary Arts and Media 
Angel Kristi \Villiams 
Cinema Art+ Science· C,nerna 
01rect1ng 
Emes Kanoa Wolfe-Doblin 
Music Composition for 1he Screen 
Katti.na Marie Zemrak 
Music Compos111on for the Screen 
Andrew Peter Zimmerman 
Cinema Art + Science· Cre:ulve 
Producing 
is 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 2015 
The students listed below are the 2015 graduates of Columbia's Honors Program. l he Program was initiated during the 2009- 2010 academic year and requires 
completion of fifteen credits of designated Honors courses in the Liberal Arts and Sciences Core Curriculum. Honors Program Graduates' regalia Includes the gold 
Honors sto le with Columbia's Presidential Seal embroidered in black on the wearer 's left. 
Megan Lynn Ammer Christi ne G. Gamache Rebecca Nicole Melzer Jacob Ma h Ion Schweitzer 
Austin Michael Amsler Erica Lynn Garber Brad Meyer Michelle Marie Segarra 
Thea Marga ret Andrus Cristian Garcia Kiernan Mae Miller Malissa Nicole Stark 
Janelle Gracey Azmy Conner Matthew Good David Alfonso Moran Breeanna Rache l Tedford 
Masalah Sasscr-llvers Bas kin Anna Greenawalt Allison Ma rie Morse Miriam Tesfa:don 
Ad ric n ne Bazir Erin Leigh Helgeland Lynsey Therese Mukomel Andrew Martin Th ing 
Jennifer Rene Beaulieu, Melissa Clare Huedem Brielle Nicalene Munizzi Jacob LawrenceToarmina 
Catherine Emily Buckets Hannah Tikvah Meridian Scott Patrick Nadeau Lorianne Trcphibio 
Mary Burth Ka iser Nathan Negru Marion Nell Tucker 
Grace I, .. Calderone Kayla Mae Kenney Laura Rachelle Nickerson Tatiana Latrice Walk-Morris 
Allison Cassidy Kayla Stephanie Knight Emily Elizabeth Pappas Haley Lynn Weigman 
Phillip Cheng Aleksa ndra Kostic Kyle \Vatter Partacz Anna Rose \Volfe 
Christopher Lonnie Crawford ElinorH. Krueger Qu intin Puebla Jamie May Wong 
t,uke Andrew Crawford Anastasia Catherine Kuehn Kelsey Marie Catherine Martha \Voods 
Brittany Le Crocker Kristine Marie Kulp Par ker Putnam Bradlie Ann Yanniello 
Lauren Michelle Cummings Emily Ann Love Tara Leilani Putorti R)•an Robert Zeh 
Meredit h Louise Davis Rian Catherine Lussier Joanna Red linska 
Maydi Alexandra Diaz Elizabeth Ann Major Jordan Lindsay Reichert 
Fallon Jane Gallagher Nicholas Robe rt McDowell Erica Lynn Rodriguez 
Candidates for 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
Cum Laude 
Columbia College Chicago undergraduate students who graduate with honors have earned a G.P.A. of 3. 75-3. 79 (cum laude) 3.8-3.89 (magna cum laude) or 
3.9. -4.0 (summa cum laude). At Commencement, they are honored with a gold tassel to wear on their mortarboards and are indicated in today's program with an 
asterisk Indicating their honors status. Cum laude means with praise! Honors designations listed in this program are current as of this printing, however final and 
specific designations are listed on transcripts when degrees are posted. 
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Candidates for the 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 2015 
Moses Aguilar 
Justin Adam Beaver 
Benjamin Arthur Beutel 
Justin Bernard Bowse 
Maximillian \V. Carrillo 
Hope Alexandria Currie 
Candidates for the 
Heidie Anne Fifield 
Conor Bond Fortune 
Eliyahu Gold 
Blake Edward Hannon 
Kristopher Frankl.in Jeffers· 
Reece Robert Johns · 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 2015 
Jay Michael Bliefnick' Erica Elizabeth Hoffman· 
Zachary Paul Bruin Andrew Michael Hu Iva· 
Nicholas John Christian Irineo Jaimes 
Kyle Andrew Dittle Hayden Jubera 
Milos Djordjevic Peter C. Kerfoot 
Cody Scott Elston• Christopher J Kezon• 
Candidates for the 
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Sara.h Marie Acevedo· 
Michael Anthony Agee 
Elizabeth Aguirre 
RoaaAldaw 
Melisa Alihodzic 
Michael Alexander Almonte 
Renee Victoria Alvarez 
Matthew Connor Andersen 
Rimante Antulyte 
Edward Roy Archer 
Yana Astapova 
Julie Esther Atwood 
Brianna Bailey 
Emily Bailey 
Vanessa I. Barajas 
Baasantseren Batbold 
Ad.rienne Bazir· 
Stephanie J. Belon 
Catherine Ai Bishop-Schaffer• 
Rebecca Victoria Blanton• 
Larissa Olena Bodnar 
Krysta Lynn Boehm 
Gabriela Boffa 
Selena Claire Boyer• 
Korey Alan Brisendine 
Aaron Pierre Brown• 
Moira Clare Bryan 
Catherine Emily Buckels• 
Jacob Harris Burstein 
Grace L. Calderone 
Christopher R Kaczmarek 
Kayla Stephanie Knight• 
Elliott Andrew Lupp 
Jennifer Marie Manske· 
Brian Patrick Mccourt 
Ashley Otis 
Brian Edward Menzel· 
Andrew Mattison Miller· 
Viktor Moskalenko 
Nathan Negru 
Daniel Edward O'Brien 
Nicholas Patel 
Mehmet Gokay Calik 
Erica Marie Camaren 
Andrea J. Cannon 
Kyle Barry Cannon 
Chloe Elizabeth Cappuccilli 
McKailey Noel Carson• 
Eugene Carter, m 
Claudia Andrea Cavazos 
Cam1enChao 
Sug Yen Chiu Leon 
Kimberly Christoffel 
Kate Ann Conneely 
Mathias Eugene Pierre Coutou 
Brittany LC Crocker 
Ingrid Crockett 
Catherine Jeanne Poulos 
Shaun Michael Pozywio 
Katherine v. \Vendel-Mills 
Emily Chantalle Saliba 
l,uc Elliott Schutz 
Samuel H. Shroyer 
Justin Michael Terry 
Zachary Weiss • 
Amy Lynn Crumbaugh 
Paige Alexis Daigle 
Eleana Grace Daniel 
Michelle Lynn De Bosko· 
Jamile Bonachcla De Campos · 
Daniel Deamicis 
Mariela Del Toro 
Natalie S. Denny 
Amelia Deprez 
Alyssa Marie Diaz 
Bryanna Dibuono• 
Nicole Rose Dieschbourg 
Tin1othy M. Dilicb 
Nathan Christopher Dillon 
Taylor Jo Dosie r 
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Taylor Marie Edin· 
Daphne Rose Espinosa 
Briabna Shenay Esquivel 
Cynthia Leticia Estrada 
Sara h Elizabeth Farag 
Sophia M. Fedachtchin 
Megan Ann Fiechter 
Edward Lothar Jt. Fieg• 
Alexandria Lynn Forsythe 
Traci Nicole Fowler 
Michael Edward Fox• 
Andrew Michael Franco 
Emily Marisol Frank 
Fallon Jane Gallagher 
Lauren Beth Gallagher 
Marcella Gallegos 
Cristian Garcia 
Tianna Salihah Garland 
Morgan Elizabeth Garleff• 
Emily L.oril Garrett 
Sarah Genematas 
Brenna A. Ginsberg 
Michelle Pamela Golebiowski 
Matthew A. Goodman 
Shannon Marie Gorman 
Kiara Lashay Griffin 
Lau.ren Griffith 
Stephen Matthew Grove 
Jack Angelo Gruszczynski· 
Emma Nicole Gullo 
Roberto Gutierrez 
Lauren Amanda Heimsoth 
Jeffrey Oliver Hencz 
Erin Lee Henson 
Jesus Ramon Hernandez 
Linda Jasmine Hernandez• 
Kelsey Marie Herncjar 
Amanda Marie Heyland 
Melissa Clare Huedem· 
Dakota Brianne Hughes• 
Laura Elizabeth Hughes 
Juraj llavsky 
AmyM.lnman• 
Jeremy Lee James 
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Jessica Renee Jew 
Cassidy Lynn Johnson 
Anna Christine Joswiak 
Nicholas Steven Juliano 
Melody Eli,,abeth Keegan 
Lauren Rose Keeling• 
Damaly Sophia Keo 
Nora Faye Kiecker 
Brianne King 
Alexander William Knox 
Tara N. Koonce 
Lindsey Marie Kos 
Aleksandra Kostic 
Eric Scott Kreienbriak 
Andy Kreis 
Brittany Kate Kumpf er 
Mega n Renee Lantz· 
Lucas Ronald Leonatti 
Mary Pat Patricia Letourneau 
Jin Li 
Yan Li' 
Haley Elizabeth Lickiss 
Melissa Ann Lobes 
Jennifer Ma.rie Locklear-
Meredith Rebecca Lohr 
Rodolfo Alexander Lorejo 
David Thomas Lovecchio 
Angela F. Lowery 
Alexa ndra Lozano· 
Jade Mei Lun • 
Courtney Mack• 
Rebecca Madorrno 
Benjamin Paul Marasco 
Nicholas Paul Marchese 
ALxa Briana Marin 
Christopher Tyler Marrs 
Braulio Martinez 
Allen EdgarMartsch· 
Kelcie Breanne Mccurdy· 
Chloe Grace Michels· 
Hilary E. Miling 
Ian Thomas Miller 
Jacqueline Divina Miller-
Karen Elizabeth Mooney 
Michelle Ann Moore 
Kathleen Ruth Moriarty 
Dexter Morrow 
Allison Marie Morse 
Greer Mosher 
Dania Mukahhal 
Brielle Nicalene Munizzi· 
Alexander Paul Murphy 
Erik Michael Murphy 
Alex.ander 6en Na hon 
Quynh Nguyen 
Quan Hoang Nguyen 
Benjamin Michael Nichols 
Kayla Jeane Ni.rschel 
Jennifer N. Noto 
Pablo Alejandro Olvera 
Katherine Ann Orrico 
Anclrea Ortiz• 
Rhianna Colleen Ostberg 
Emily Elizabeth Pappas· 
Goli Parvinian 
Emn1a Elizabeth Peterson• 
Caitlyn Hope Peterson-Pszonka 
Joanna Piatek 
Kraig Michael Pieper-
Theresa Michelle Potts 
Raziel Puma 
Anna Ram irez• 
Shaina Rena Randle 
Adam Richard Rayment 
Eric Reyes 
Arkie Ian Ring 
Karla Rochelle Rivers 
Emily Jean Rochester• 
1sabela Rosales 
Amanda Lee Rush 
Shakiyla Barbie Russell 
Cody Dolan Ryan• 
Diana Salata • 
Samsoche Gvchv Sampson 
lvanna Paola Samuel• 
Sharon Sanchez 
Neelesh P. Sane 
Megan Rose Sawa• 
Lauren Christine Scannell 
Elizabeth Michelle Schmitz 
Kristine E. Scolan 
Jonathan G. Seagren 
Christian Patrick Sexton 
Luis Enrique Silva 
Amanda Joan Sims 
Jaclyn Erin Sirotiak 
Alexandros Skouras 
Alison Ma.rie SJak• 
Ryan James Smith 
Geoffrey Roque Smith-WoollanJS 
Thomas Lee Solomon 
Alissa M. Steinert 
Elianna Cydney Stone 
Cristabel Tapia 
Katie Lee Taylor 
Christian Terzich 
LcaTiaokhiao· 
Crystal Tracy· 
Elizabeth Trejo• 
Rachael Elizabeth Trone 
Marianna Tsiamas 
Cory Mitchell Turck 
Colette Rose Udvardy 
Haley Elizabeth varys• 
Bojana Vazic• 
Kerri Lyn Venable 
Lara Capri Venema 
Yesenia Villarreal 
Maggie Elizabeth Walker-
Bree Anne \IJeatherford 
Julia Cardoso A.ragao Wehr 
Alexandra Kara Ann Weiss· 
Rebecca \Viley 
Alcxand.ra Kathryn Wilson• 
Scott Nathan Wilson 
Savannah Wisham· 
Brittany Wolf 
Jamie May Wong• 
Kris De.rant \Vong 
Jordan Wright 
Hillary Nelson Zell 
MyraZeyzus 
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Paul Christopher Abood Carla Liliana Andrade Brian Donald Baillie- Jessica Hope Bell · 
Alex Scott Abrahamson John Nolan Andrea Jr. Max Joseph Baire Molly Erin Bell 
Erika Patricia Adams Thea Margaret Andrus Laura Marie Baker Airen Race! BeUeau• 
Joel Patrick Adams RyanAnrrim Kyle Scott Ballou Kyle Dave Belousek • 
Myles Adams Ryan Alan Argasr An1byre Melissa Ba lut Sara Kaitlyn Bendel 
,\deniyi Adesokan Giancarlo Rafa Arias·CiccareUi Alexandra Rose Ban ister David Roy Benes 
Ann Gallagher Ahem Joshua Armando Arizmendi Ana Bankovic Jordyn Erin Benjamin 
Andrew George Ahlsuom Begina C. Armstrong Kellen \ViHiam Banos Samantha Ivy Benn 
Kelley Rebecca Ahlstrom Stephen Marshall Kennedy Pierre Jean Baptiste Ireasbia Monet Bennett 
Sana Ayesha Ahmed Arndt In1an Baraki Jacob H. Bensinger 
Amber Lauren Akins Edward Arnold Nathalie Louise 8aranyk Jake John Berg 
Alexandria Lucia Albert Laura Arredondo Adam Anthony Barber Kathryn Mary Berg 
Sierra Lynne Alberty Omero Arreola Alexander Barber Derryk Burton Berger 
Aracely Alcala Celenia Arroyo Carolyn Barenbaum·Mcycrs Oliver Austin Berger 
Evan Lambert Alexander Anna ArSenowicz Tiffany Paige Barga Paul James Bergstrom 
Kaitlin Ayn Alexander Lindsey Erin Arthur Ryan Joseph Barhaug Chelsey Jennifer Berlin 
Russell Douglas Alexander Brooke T. Artus Hayley Erinne barbara Barkdoll Vannesa Nicole Bernal 
Bianca Jaheen Alferes Jen Arwatchanakarn Michael Andrew Barker Anthony Jorge Berrios 
Remsen Paul Allard J etesa Asani Lauren Elizabeth Barlow OeAndre Joseph Berry 
Kaitlyn Sage Allen Grace Elizabeth Ashenhurst Agnieszka Krystyna Barnak• Yunoka Devona Berry 
Perris Ellese Allen Sebastian Alejandro Asrurrizaga Jourdan Alexander Barnett Steven John Besic 
DeAndre James AUen·Toole Tyler Atchison Rachel Elizabeth Barnhart Bianca Gabrielle Betancourt 
Ernest L. Allgood Julian Dion Atkins Baxter Louis Barrowcliff Armeenah Emon Bey 
Mariella Amanda Alonso Khepera Lynn Atkins Timothy John Barry Mankirat Singh Bhangu 
Alexandria Kristian Alston Ma kenzie Marie Attard Taylor Lindsay Barton Shelby Lynn Bias 
Mariterese Altosino• Sharoken Audisho Jonathan Michael Basco Adam Thomas Biba· 
Katie Marie Altstadt· Jesse-James Austin Masalab Sasser-Evers Baskin Henry Robert Bieber 
Amie Jo Alvarado· Yasmine Deltoro Austria Kenneth Peter Bates Jordan Jade Biechler 
Diego Alvarado Taylor L. Ayers Stephanie A. Bates• Kimberly Rose Biggane 
Monika Michelle Alvarado Adrian Abel Azevedo Chad Marshall Battaglia Jessica Rose Bishop 
Melissa Alvarez Janelle Gracey Azmy• Hadrian Alexander Baum• Melanie M. Bishop 
Rafael Manuel Alvarez Ellyse Ann Zentner Bacig Alexia Elena Bautista Endya )amique Black 
Philip Daniel Alvy Justin Edward Baczek Dustin Alexander Beach Kai Allen Blakley• 
Jalisa Lynette Ambrose Aaron Robert Baer Brandon Matthew 8eaderstadt Teri Michele Blanchard 
Megan Lynn Ammer Mathew Robert Baer Corrin Marvelyn Beattie Jessica Eli1.abeth Blanchet 
Austin Michael Amsler" Melanie Mildred Sagal Jennifer Rene Beaulieu· Marcus Antonio Blanco 
Justin Raymond Anderson Spencer Hal Bagley Kwadwo Baku Aiyvor Bcdiako Jared Michael Blank 
Nathan James Anderson· Grayson Hugh Bagwell Joshua David Behr David Alexander Blaxton 
Richard Paul Anderson cu Meredith Wood Bahuriak• Ange.like Alexandria Bekia.ris Brianna Marie Blindauer 
Samantha Marie Anderson Stefanie Margaret Bailey Connorjoseph Bell Emily Rebecca Block 
Mehnlehseh M. Boayue Alison Anne Brinckman Myeko Carolyn Burkes Francisco Celis Yanez 
Maegan Noel Bodily Kevin John Brinkman Timothy Clayton Burns· Matthew Cerritos 
Nicole R. Bogdan· Colleen Susanne Britt Troi netta C.M. Burse Ruth Cha 
Jose Rene Bolanos Emily Katherine Broadhurst Hannah Elizabeth Burt Jasmyne Nicole Chambers 
Elyse Claire Boleyn Alexis Nicole Brocchi Mary Burth· Andrew Chapman 
Ismael Bolivar Kirstin Alexandr Joshua David Burwick Cheri fa Chatti• 
Rachel Elizabeth Bomicino Brockenborough Jose Oscar Bustos Phillip Cheng 
Derck M. Boone Janet Elizabeth Bronson Khalil Byrd Megan Nicole Chesley 
Elsa Marie Booras Nathaniel Austin Brooks Racquel Ashley Cable Sasha Chiglo 
Michael James Boran Lcvonna Joi Broomfield Shane Robert Cahill Courtney Allyse Childress 
Lindsey Nicole Borgna• Bridger Noel Brown Zoe Unique Cain Patrick John Christofaro 
Vanessa Borjon Brittany Nicole Brown Zachary Alexander cajigas Jennifer Esther Chung•· 
Jessica Michelle Borlovan Carnell Brown Viviana Calderon David Stanley Chwala 
Marisa Christina Borrello Cluistophcr Richard Brown Rosalia Angela Calderone Cameron Sean Cintron• 
Patricia Andreina Boscan Crystal Stormy Brown Sa ndra Sabine Calixte Patrick Timothy Claes 
Gianna Marie Bostedt Jasmine Monique Brown Madison Call· Emily Elizabeth Clark 
Cameron Boswell• Jasmine Brown· Haley Marie Camacho George Willia m Clark 
Ja mes Burck Bourland Kayla Kristine Brown Morgan Jennifer Campbell · Justin Traehan Clark• 
Axel Valentin Boutry Kristin Brown Michael David Campo Kelly Ann Clark 
Ricardo Antonio Bouyett Leonard Grant Brown Erick Campos Micah Joseph Clark 
Daniel Bowden Nathan Jena I Brown Alexa.nder Michael Cannella· Aimee Marie Clayton· 
Brian Paul Bowman Shantell Marie Brown Michael Anthony Cantu LaLLra Elizabeth Clayton 
Jonathan Robert Bown1an Taylor Merritt Brown Rebecca Cao Romero· Caitlin Cleary 
Rita Box• '{'ylerThomas Brown Radrnel Nicole Carani Elliot w. Cleaver 
Bridget S. Boylan Cini.re Elizabeth Bruce Kevin C. Card Chantil Clement 
Jennifer Ann Boylen• Robert Edward Bruce Ramsey Keishana Carey Brandon Jay Clites 
John Bradley Stephanie Amanda Brulloths Terrence Edward Carey Jeremy M. Close 
Samantha Bradley Chenac Capri Bruner Larniecia Carranza Sara Elizabeth Clouse 
Kenyon Andrew Brady Emily 0. Bruns Anthony Carriaga Kyle John Coffman 
Melissa Ashley Brady Carolyn Ann Brunsen • Brendan James Carroll Daniel Greg Cohen 
Sean Patrick Brady David Michael Brusich Caitlin May Carroll· Ryan Taylor Colangelo 
Elizabeth Mercedes Bra ndon Sam Bryer Nicole R. Carroll· Sydney Tayler Colbert 
Abbie Gabrielle Brasch Marlin Bucio Megan Elizabeth Caruso Jennifer Lynn Collett 
Zachary Shaw Brashear Elizabeth Anne Buck· Myra Victoria Casciato Claire Ellen Collins 
Jenni fer Bravo-He rnandez William Buchler Violet Lynn Casillas James Thomas Collins 
Patrick Logan Breeden Andy Bue ndia Allison Cassidy Dakota Com pain 
Brittany Breisch· Kelly Elizabeth Buerger Claudia Castaneda Chase Alexander Conley 
Matthew Breithaupt ' AIJyssa Megan Bujdoso Deidra Castillo Ayla Renee Connell 
Ellen Elizabeth Bremseth Kaitlyn Marie Bulfm Dorcy Coleen Castillo Patrick Abraham Connelly 
Joseph George Brennan Chelsea Elizabeth Bundy Rhode la Monique Castillo Diamond Yvette Conner 
Magdalene Elizabeth Brenner Anthony J. Bunetta Alma Jennifer Castro Kelsey Nicole Conner 
Anna Elaine Bresnahan Daniel Burdecn Don1inick Allan Cavaian i Alan Hermo Contreras 
Shea Briggs Barrett Burke Jose Alfredo Cavazos Daniel Alfredo Contreras 
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Bryttny Paij Contreraz Christin? An1ber D' t\ttomo Nelson David Delgado Patrick William Dunn 
Alexander Humes Cook Jake Doyle D'Onofrio Richard Alexa nder Delgado Skylar Dunn-Lubin 
Ca meron Miles Cooper Margaret Daab· Devin C. Delima M.ichael Lia.m Dunne Ill 
Colton John Cooper Larry David Dachslager• Nicholas Andrew Delmuro Anna Ouranowski 
Kristi Lance Cooper Richard John Dadmun Lindsey Anne Deluca Danielle lllysse Durbin 
Marcus Orlando Copeland James Edward Daggett Joseph Vincenr Demari Gerald Lee Dusek 
Kelsey True Cornell • Matt Thomas Dailly Sweta Shailesh Desai Dena Lynn Duslak• 
Marissa Martha Cortez Meghan Alison Daley Christopher Willia m Devona Albert Anthony Dyon rv 
Russell \Villiam Cosgrove Makenzie Leigh Damm Alexander Michael Diamond Tyler Michael Eagle 
Cassandra Marie Costa Ju lian Thomas Daniell Dollie Joy Wong Diaz Elizabeth Grace Earl· 
Ryan Courvoisier Maryann Dankha' Don Maximillian Diaz Kevin Patrick Earl 
Brandon Joseph Couture• Bradley Charles Danner Maydi Alexandra Diaz Alec Michael Eberhardt 
Jackson Brady Cox Tyler Alexander Dantuma• Hannah Elizabeth Dickerson Terrell F.chols 
Alyssa Marie Coyle Adilla Daoud Ju lia Farrell Diefenbach Quentin Garrett Egan 
Jana Craciunescu Benjamin Davidson Marie Elizabeth Dimas Alexander Thomas Eich 
Carlee Jo Craig Jake Ryan Davidson Sandra Din1itrijevic Lea Ann Elgin 
Natalie Craig An1y Lizzcth Davila• Taylor Michelle Divine Stephen Elias 
Thomas Ryan Cra mer· Arion Dejon James Davis Jul ia Antoinette Dobbs Emily Elizabeth Ellis· 
Christopher Lonnie Crawford· Cameron Evesque Davis· Cloe Catrina Doherty Tyler Joseph Ellis 
Luke Andrew cra,vford· Kailyn Davis Maria Michai l Dolomas Nathan James Elrod 
Brandon Jordan Crichlow Kelly Frost Davis Michael A. Dominguez Chadd William Engel 
Peter Steven Crifase Meredith Louise Davis· Paige N. Donajkowski• Carolyn Liza Englander• 
Renona Criss Sierra Nicole Davis Jewell L. Donaldson Brandon Engle 
Shelby Critren • Tyler Allyn Davis Courtney Christian Derrick Earl English 
Christian Michael Crocker Alexandria Shannon Day Dondelinger· Daniel David Englund· 
Donyiel Crocker Megan Ashley DeCianni Alexander Paul Donnelli• Jonathon Dean Ennesser 
Bria Andrea Cross Elizabeth Louise DeLeeuw Dalton William Doocy Jason E. Epperson 
Cetavia Monique Crump Jessica Sarah DeLong Michael Scott Doose Samuel Jessup Erdman 
Matthew Crytzer Samantha Nicole DeMa.ria• Lillianna Lynn Dorta• Thomas Scott Erdman 
Kaitlyn Anit Cubacub Sanros Patrick DeNova Joanne Lacoy Dorson-Goldman Garrett Michael Erff 
Yan Cui Karlyn Marie DePace \Vhia1ey Marie Dottery Jessica Magen Erthal 
Alante DerayCumn1ings Kenneth Peter DeRivera M.ichael Justin Doucet Alex Esau 
Lauren Michelle Cummings· vielesha Arnaud Deacon Spencer Wesley Douglas Maxwell Michael Esposito 
Sara Elisabeth Cummins Patrick Deal Jenna Rachel Doxrude Alicia Nicole Estes· 
Nicolas Kevin Cunnane Ian Voltaire Deanes Violet J. Doyle Brianna Bessie Eylicio 
Erin Cunningham Joe Richard Deangelis Michael Stephen Drassler Danielle Jean Faford 
Mathew Thomas Cu nningham• Bailee Ariel Debnam Thomas Justin Drewenski• Colin E. Fagan 
Rumeal Justin Cunningham Ryan En1mer Deffer Margaret Wymond Dry Nicole Michelle Fagna nt 
Sapphire Rose Currie Cody Aaron Dehart Joshua Scott Duclos Rachel Alexandra Faichney• 
Ty'Sheena Joshsalyn Currin Jasmine Farah Deiri lndika Monique Dullea Andrew William Joseph Fair 
Hans Steffan Curth Domenic Del Carmine Morgan Leigh Duncan• Misty Nicole Falcone 
Jessica Kathryn Cwik Jennifer A. Delaney Stephen Dltnham Connor Michael Farley 
Kimberly A. Cypser Angelica Denise Oelgado E:rica Chanel Dunn Melody Derakhshan Farr 
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Anne Marie Farrell· Elisa Lynne Fri,t Amelia Meskerem Getachew Julian Chase Greene 
Serena C. Fath Jacob William Fueston Tiana Sameera Ghazzali Allison Marie Greenwood 
Maria Jeanette Faulisi· Cli fton James Furry Elizabeth Giadans Camille Elaine Gregory 
Conlan John Fay Mitchell Lavon Gaddis Philip Giancola· Trevor A. Greig 
Raven Michelle Feagins David Evan Gagnon Alex Edward Gibney Andrew James Griffin 
Sarajane Sussman Fein· Kristin Marie Galante Jacinta Maria Therese Gibson Bianca Marie Griffin 
Allyson Paige Feldman Alexander Galeana Jheni lmani Gibson Madalyn Margaret Griseto 
Lenrow Felton Chelsea Maryanne Gallagher James Dante Gierczyk Jennifer Leigh Grob· 
Mee Na Feng Russell Brandon Gallagher Ava Arinna Ginsburg Carly H. Grushko 
Juliana Suzanne Ferrandino Yesenia Gallegos Gabriel B. Gitlevich Christopher Anthony Gubatan 
Elizabeth Ann Ferrara Christine G. Gamache Anthony G. Giusti Katie lrene Guidotti 
Ashley Ann Fcuillan Paz Gabriela Gamboa Morgan Eklund Glader Thomas Miller Gumbel 
Danielle Meagan Fink Daniel Gamez Temeeka AZiza Glass Gabriel Sayer Gundacker 
Leah Carrie Fink James Dowell Gandy IV Catherine Stuart Cloninger Spencer Joseph Gusdorf 
Angelo Fiore Jacob Christopher Ganzer Shtema Sarah Goldbloom lzabella Gut· 
Nicole Alexandria Fischbach Erica Lynn Garber- Marlena Laura Goldowska Michael Dejesus Gutierrez 
Karen Lynn Fischer Kyle Patrick Garchar Daniel J. Golrz Saul Gutierrez 
Jeremy Eden Fis hbein Alexis Garcia Mara Elyse Gomberg Jasmine Denise Guy 
Charalyn Marie Fisher Giovanny Alexander Garcia Andrea Gonza.lez Stephanie Iliana Guzman 
Jamie Alyssa Fitzgerald Gladys Garcia Maria Carol Gonzalez Alexandra Maree Hadley 
Kathryn Ann Fitzmaurice Haley Brook Garcia Yesenia Gonzalez Cortez Nathan Hadley 
Maxwell Thomas Fitzpatrick Juan Manuel Garcia Conner Matthew Good · Sebastian Francis Hagan 
Alex James Flannery Michael Alexa.nder Garcia Dayna Janeen Gooden Ellen Frances Hager 
Daniel Patrick Fleming Maria Del Carmen Garcia Brittany R. Goodloe• Marie Henryke Hahn · 
Jack Fluegel Davila· David Elliot Gordezky D'Tura Hale 
Michelle Lynn Fogle Gary Garia Michael John Gore Abbas Ahmad Haleem 
Lelao Thompson Foley Brooke Lauren Garrett Matthew Benjan1in Gothard Pedrick Jamal Ha les 
Kristy Fonseca Marvalace Lashaya Garrett Elizabeth Gower• Joshua Haley 
Britney Catherine Fontenot Nicholas Lavare Garrett Jeffrey Thomas Grady Jonathan Hall 
David M. Ford Brittany Garth Keena Marie Grady Lissette Carolyn Hall 
Jared Forde Agnieszka Gasior· Yusuf Patrick Graham• Sidneyrristin Hall 
Chad Logan Foster Jan1ie Paige Gaskin Maxine Grandy · Sarah Beth Halpin 
Kaley Nichole Fowler Stephen Daniel Gatbunton Horace Grant Miranda Mac Hamand" 
Charles Byron Francis James Arthur Gately· Michelle Graven Matthew B. Hambric 
Dayna Lyn Franco Nicholas Jesse Gaurige Justin Ali Graves Brer E. Hantilton 
Trevor Craig Franger Mike David Gauthier Dedrick D. Gray Alexander Michael Hamm 
Jeffrey Ryan Franko Matt James Geils Branick Jacoby Green Daniel J. Hamman 
Nathan Cole Frazier Branden Michael Gelinas David Wilson Green• Emily Jean Hamnierrnan • 
Lyndon Graham French Shelby lone Genovese Max Raphael Green• Alyssa Robin Hammerschmidt" 
Elissa Marie Frenkel Caitlin Patricia George Shira Raebel Green Michael Keith Hammond 
Joshua Friedberg Joseph S. George Willie Jarron Green Jamezz rsiahe Hampton 
Joseph Marcus Friedman Carly Gerber Anna Greenawalt Shannon Rose Hancock 
Benjamin Clark Friend Jessica Braun Gervais Alyssa Ann Greene Anya Jovan Hankerson-Woods 
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Julie Elizabeth Hankes· Victoria Henley Dalton K. Homolka· Aaron Krystopher Ja mes-
Kimberly Jeanne Hannay• Julia Noelle Henning John Saxon Honey Flowers 
Ama nda M. Hansen Rachel Elise Henrikson Derrick Christopher Hopkins John Patrick Jandernoa • 
Hannah Marie Hansen Leo Parker Henry Kelsey Anne Hopper Natalie Christine Japp Joyce · 
Joy Marie Hanson• Cory Thomas Herberger Carl Joseph.Horne Roston Collins Jarrell 
Tyler Andrew Hanyzewski Ryan Hernia no Brandon Max Howard· Parker Mitchell Jarvie• 
Khyaam Abdhul Haque Alejandro Hernandez Ian Thomas Howard Cary Ra)•mond Jasinski 
Nichole Lee Harmon Christina Hernandez Kristin Colleen Howard Charles Jefferson 
Patric Arthur Harmon Emmalee Renee Hernandez Mario Howard Lciah Jade Jeffries 
Kristen Danielle Harness Liz Hernandez Sameca Nicole Howard Jarrod Marcel Jenojngs 
Ellen Alexis Ford Harrer Melody Hernandez Tara Lynn Huelsebusch Maggie Jensen 
Shomari Xavier Harrington Nestor Manuel Hernandez McKenzie Sullivan Hughes CheeHo Jeong 
Christopher Charles Harris zachary Michael Heroux Richard Ramon Hulet Shannon Marie Jeter 
JavonTerrell Harris Emily Rose Herrington \Vesley Robert Hunt Sa lina Nicole Jewell 
Kendra Renee Harris Christina Dimitra Hesslau Matthew David Hunter• Yuan Jiang 
Larell Dashauine Harris Kaitlin Renae Hetterschcidt Cristina Julie Hurst Meiling Jin 
Raquel Leigh Harris Madison Elizabeth Hewett· Jame Elizabeth HLLrst • Andre Karl Johnson 
Sara Christine Harris Bethany Claire Hexom Ellie Marie Hutcheson Ashley J. Johnson 
Nicole Harrje Daniel Hibbitts Rashida Kam ilah Hutchinson Benita Johnson 
Adam E. Hart Courtney Rene Hides Jesse Colleen Huyler De'Anthony De'ShawnJohnson 
Courtney Michelle Hart Ania nda Hiese Kelly Ji-Eun Hwang Earl Morris Johnson 
Micl1ael Martin Hartmann Bianca High Tessa Marie Hynes Jacob Paul Johnson 
Ian Brent Hartsfield Tycec Hightower Alisa Idrovo Jacqueline Monique Johnson 
Carrie Nicole Harvey Bryanna Joy Hill Ca itlyn Michelle Ing.ru m· Jill Leeann Johnson 
Jill ian Ashley Harvey Krisren Britt Hill Jesus R. Iniguez Kameron Sherron Johnson 
Michael T. Hasso Roy'el Alexus Hill Janelle Hope lrving Kian Bendavonte Johnson 
Brandon Henry Hatcher Gabrielle Hill-Junior Sarah Elizabeth Irwin Richard Zachary Johnson 
Charles Henry Haumersen Lacee xa.ndria Hilla.rd Natasha lvanov Samuel An1os Johnson 
Ala na Hawkins Michelle Anne Hindle Nathan Thomas Ivy Tavores Johnson 
Kendra Kristina Hayes Alicia Jane Hinds Rohir Iyengar• Tyler Keith Johnson 
Michael Romero Hayes Cheryl Anne Hinman Margaret Taylor Jabin • Marcel Courtney Jolliff 
Terrie Bear Hayes· Kacy Michelle Hintz Danielle Ashley Jackman• Auricl Jessica-Lee Jones 
Samuel Kenneth Haynie Anthony Ho Oaja Aderryell Jackson Caleb Ryan Jones 
Eric Hazen Cody Richard Hochstatter Janessa Janeen Jackson Danielle Jones 
Keri Ellen Heath Ethan Hoegler Jasmine Alexia Jackson David Vincent Jones 
Ja mes Stephen Hecker Andrew John Hoffman Lexus Monet-Juanita Jackson Deavondre M. Jones 
Lisa Elizabeth Heitman Tess Elizabeth Holbrook Miles David Jackson Janelle Jones 
Michael o. Heitmanek Kayla R. Holden• Reesa Elyse Jackson Jason Eric Jones 
Erin Leigh Helgeland Dylan Edward Holfus Cheddrick Darnell Jacob Karen Elizabeth Jones 
Antonia Crystal Helm Kyle Holley Timothy Jacobi Quincy Johnathan Jones 
Alisha Ann Helms Erika Nicole Holl.ice Antonio Jaimes Salyndrea B. Jones 
Isaac James Helsen Samantha Lynn Hollice Eric Herbcrro James Sarah A. Jones• 
Samuel Joseph Henkels Shanell Holmes Zoe James Taylor Megan Jones 
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Lisa Ann Jordan • Jason Lee Kidrowski Re nee Marie LaSalle Jose Marrin Liongson 1,eyba • 
Hannah Elizabeth Jore Katharina Andrea Kiefert• Jacl\'ll Alisha Labno Dina Jordan Liberatore 
Joh n Chrisro1>her Padua Joson Jennifer Nicole Sayuri J(jehl Julio Enrique Laborde Ryan James Liddell' 
Stephanie Juckem· t..1uren Elizabeth J(jJbane · Timothy A. i...,cey Dana Robin Liebovich 
Angela V. Jude Conor Francis Kilcullen Rhys A. Ladhan i Angelo Santi no l.igori • 
Sarah Juern Jisu Kim Kevin Christopher Laftn Tanya Maria Carreon Lim 
Tamara A. Ju mean Max Wyman \Vagner Kimble Kent LaJu • YunXin Lim· 
Carissa Elyse Kacmarek · Da nie l King Sarah Eli,1beth La mb · Madeline Telford Lindner 
Joshua Ada m Kaczmarek • Kerri• Marie Kingsley Jackson Phillippe Landry· Paraskevi P. Linou 
Katherine Kaderabek Amy Lee Kisner• Amber Lynn Lanenga Brittany Mae Lippert 
Mike Kadziulis Jennifer Kizer Jessica Courtney Lang Dustin Keith Little 
Ha nnahTikvah Meridian Tracy Marie Klag· Christine Lara Shannon Nicole L.itton 
Kaiser• Zachary Joseph Klaus Jose Gerardo Larrea Fangyao Liu 
Chase Kaiser' Katie M. Kline Vincent Roosevelt Lasane Lindsay Jo Lleras 
Erik Anthony Kalda hl Jea nette Christine Klovcr Skyler Da nie lle Lasorsa Dajah Kallana Lloyd 
Brian Alexander Kalinowski Emma Hostnik Klug Brianna Lasseter Christopher Alberr Locke 
Adam James Karstens John Anthony Klus • Leslie Kathleen Latimer" Madeline Logiudice 
Michael Aaron Kasiurak Marisa Marie Koch Allison Paige Laufer Michael Bernardo Loiacono 
Rachel Jane Kasperek Alexander Koci per Jonathan A. Lauricella Christopher Longino 
Courtney Ann Kaspcrowicz Angelia Danielle Kogut Michael Donald Lavallee • Samantha R. Loochtan 
Kristin Marie Kattner Sarah Elizabeth Kokes· Matthew Scott Lawlis Anjelica M. Lopez 
Nicole Katzman Alexander Paul Korajczyk Rache l Marie Lawrence· Jonathan Lopez 
Edward Francis Kauffmann Charles Martin Korban • Amanda E Layn1an Priscilla Grace Lopez 
Ryan James Kazmer Mallory A. Kost Tony Va n Le Tiara Maria Lopez Bendana 
Michalina Kedzior Denis Jared Kozlowski Jennifer Leckie• Emmett James Lore nz 
Kelsey Ann Kehoe-Kozak · Alice Elizabeth Kraynak Ashley Lynn Lee• Ryan Scott Lorrai ne 
Hannah Christine Kellam Alexander Bennett Kretchniar Brandi Devcn Lee Misty Loske' 
Kristen Elise Kelley Becky Sue Kriebel Hyun Jee Lee Shirin Lotfi·Shahabadi 
Christopher Gerald Kelly John Marshall Krouse, HI Joon Lee Roshan Louise-Julie 
Katherine Anne Kelly • Elinor H. Krueger · Seunghyun Lee Eric Louiselle 
Nimah Kelly Andrew James Kuchan Yuvin Lee Emily Ann Love 
Ebonnie Kennedy- Kristine Brenda Kuczora Erik Ross Lees Spencer Love 
Miles David Kenner Anastasia Catherine Kuehn · Benjamin Jordan Leguc Katie Joy Loveless 
Brandon Charles Kenney Patrick Kueking Jacob Daniel Lehnerer· Alanna Lynette Lovely 
Kayla Mac Kenney· James Victor Kuligoski Jonatha n Le ithold· Patt Nola Jane Lowy 
Benjamin Daniel Kernes Laure n Nicole Kulikauskas Pa1is Monce Lemon Christopher Loza no 
Mason Paul Kessie Kristine Marie Ku lp· Kent Armstrong Leng Joshua Luber 
Alex James Kessler• Julia Margaret Kumn,erow Tayler Lenior Katherine Elizabeth Lucid· 
Jaleesa Denise Key Benjamin Joseph Kurdziel Rachel Marie Lenner- Mare k Andrzej Luc1.ak 
Jessica Lynne Keyes Shaun William Kure John Campion Lerchen Alex Zachary Lucek 
Eleanor Elizabeth Keys Gabrielle Mae Kvistad Rachel Azzi Lessing Cary \Vade l,unn 
Elana Khaykjn Jessica Marie Kwasniewski Edrena Marie Lewis Rian Catherine Lussier• 
Justin Thomas Kidd Eric LaCour Tre lyn Lewis Courtney Rebecca Lynch 
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Kurtis Lynett Maria Guadalupe Martine·z Marshall James Mct.,ughlin• Zachary Ryan Miller· 
Lindsey Nikole Lytton Maverick Alexander Martinez Caitlin Ann McLean Austin Michael Mills 
Dan.icl Patrick MacPhcrson Ariel Marie Martoia Charles Justin McMahan Shpresa Milovic 
Christopher James Mack Kurara Ma.rutani Michaiah Nakarra McM illan Lia Paige Mimica 
Kristin Eli1,abeth Mackenzie• Reid M. Masak Lauren Kristine McNa lis Kelly Elizabeth Minx· 
Justin Robert Mackie Celena O'ann Masek JaquayOntaire McNeal Victoria Diana Mira nda 
S1>encer Lee Mackin Allison Masloske Hallie McPhee·Johnston Abdulmaseeh Mirzakhail 
Jathia Sohn Macklin Imelda Ines Mata Nicholas Robert Mcdowell • Andrew Michael Misisco 
Cody Ray Maderich Stephanie Taylor Mateja Leslie Dyann Mcelroy• Charles Joseph Missar 
Emily Katherine Madigan Stephen Paul Matejka• David Leo Medeiros Kristina Ashley Mitchell 
Ma ko Maeda Evan Joseph Mathews Alyssa C. Medi na Steven Mitchell 
Annamarie Magnelli Shawnrara Latrice Mathis Andrew Medi na Nicole Rianne Mizgalsld 
Marthew Robert Magnino Maren Renee Matthias • Spencer Andrew Meeks EmiLie Ann Modaff 
Kellie Ann Magurany Ilea na Nadine Mauricio Meghan Elizabeth Megyes Kevin Conner Modaff 
Joe S. Mahony Jordan Max M.ichael Geoffrey Meier Tanya Modersirzki 
Elizabeth Ann Major• Karley M. T. Mayomi Stefan Meier Holly Jean Moffitt 
Brenda Chui Mun Mak Daniele Alenka Mazar Angel Antonio Melendez Benjamin Ross Mohai 
Lauren Nicole Ma kris Roseann M. Mazique Sarah Anne Mellas Nicole Francis Montalvo 
An ne Marie Malatesta• Lindsey Anne Mazur• James Amos Mellinger E'lora Alejandra Monres 
Brandon Angel Maldonado Katherine Mazzetta Rebecca Nicole Melzer- Austin Montgomery 
Mica h Nicole Mammano Kirsten Susan Mccafferty Kyle Mendenhall Jaszntine Lashay Montgomery 
Neal Michael M.anah an Kylie A. Mccalla· Alisha Vera Mendez Bryan Montoya 
Mallory Amber Manden Sarah Marie McCartcn Salvador Mendoza Amanda Louise Moore 
Jazlyn Ellen Mangis Jasmin Tessa McCauley Robert Davis Merritt Arthur Alexander Moore 
Rand)' Dylan Marn• Javonna Bianca Mcclendon Chloe Margaret Rose Mesick Ashley Elaine Moore• 
Michael Marais Ashly McCord Brad Meyer Caitlin Marielle Moore• 
Heidi Lyn ne Marciszewskj_ Scan Patrick McCormick Susan Ma rie Meyers Kayla Marie Moore 
Andrew Devlin Ralph Marcotte Stephanie Marie McCorm ick Hannah Kolopuaokalani Laura Camila Mora Baquero 
Eli1.abeth Marie Margulis Desiree Anita Mccowen Michaelson• Cameron Anthony Morales 
Adam Scott Marks Jasmine Shanelle McCoy Thomas Edward Michas David Alfonso Moran 
Daniel Richard Marmaduke Trevor Gordon McCulloch• Max Hccror Mie lecki Raven Kiara Moran· 
Jason Patrick Marnocha Ian Scott McCul lough HeatherGerise Miha l Thomas Carson Moran 
Anna Elizabeth Marsh Shakia Chanelle McDavid Aleksandar R. Mihok Katrina Lily Moravec• 
L.1cey Nicole Marshall Brendon Harris McDevitt Cecilia Mijares Timothy Elenz Morefield 
Alexander Lange Martin Jill Ann MCEidowney• Jacob Thomas Mikolas Randi Nicole Moreno 
Brian Martin Claire Marie McGovern Alexandra M. Milena• Hanna Vea Morfogen 
Malcolm Joshua Martin Margaret Ann McGovern• Brandon Miller Sarah Kathryn Morgan· 
Brandy Martinez Alyssa Nicole McGrail Ela ine Catherine Miller Steven Llyod Morgan 
Christopher Martinez Colin Robert Mcinerney Jarrett Paul Miller Brian Timothy Morris 
Colin P. Marti nez DemarquisAl len McIntyre Ka'Mia Titanna Miller Danell James Morris 
Eli1.abcth Martinez Travis Scott McKenney Kiernan Mae Miller Ezra Nehaman Morris 
Iva na Jocellyn Martinez Karen Michele McKinley · Kyle Nathan Miller Kyesha T. Morris 
Joha nna Martinez. Patrick A. McKinstry Melissa Ann Miller Michelle Leigh Morris• 
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Adlyn Morrison Diem Thi·ngoc Ngo• Hayley Camille Pahl Benjamin Caballero Perez 
Brittany Nicole Morrow Robert Michael Nichols Rachel Elizabeth Paige· Gonzalez• 
Schena)• Mosley Laura Rachelle Nickerson· Jillian Taylor Pain Reginald Michael Perkins 
Alexandre Philip Moura· Brittani Chaundclyn Madeleine Duguay Paine Shyrah Lauren Perkins 
Busquets Nightenga le Itzel Palacios Patricia Perrusquia 
Catherine Patricia Mouton Eugene Matthew Niles James Kazuki Palermo David Perry 
Anna Mroczkowska Maximilian Alerto Nishida Liezel Fernandez Pallasa Florentina Bianca Petcov 
Rebecca Anne Muck Martial Poumie Njiemoun Bailey Christine Palmer Christen Jean Peters 
Samiyah Muhammad Hailey Alexandra Noble· Katrin Pambuku Ellis Anthony Peters 
Yasmeen Muhammad Allyson S. Nogaj Charles Henry Pansino Jordan Elizabeth Peters 
Ruth Geobretatios Muhtsun HyohunNoh Jonathan Alejandro Pantoja Colin Andrew Petersen 
Lynsey Therese Mukomel' Manar Noubani Giuliana Carole Paoli· Kelsey Marie Peterson 
Autumn Marie MuUe· Shelby Rae Novicki Jaclyn Pappageorge Vale rie Anne Petrone 
Christian Mu lvany Maxwell Adam Novoselac- Chelsea E. Pappas Alicea Peyton 
Jacobo Munguia• Brian Sebastian Nunez Shri Prasham Parameshwaran • Jennifer Phanchareune 
Anthony Charles Munoz Janell Nicole Nunziato· Christina Marie Parchem· Abigail Elizabeth Phelps· 
Brienne Evette Murphy Stephenie Rachel Nurmi" Eric Pargeon Madeline Grace Philips · 
Tiffani Janaye Murphy Neal Joseph O'Bryan Jazmen Dominique Parker Patrick Edward Phillipp 
Joseph Michael Murray Bridget Cailyn O'Connor Ma.ry Kathlyn Parker Megan Kathleen Phillips 
Aisha Dan1ilola Musa Naomi Claire O' Dowd·Ryan Alexander James Parobek· Leland Philpot 
Damon Clark Myers Cody James O'Grady Matthew 1,ouis Parrell Antonia Pieczonka· 
Jasmine Shanise Myers Alexander David O'Mara Kyle Walter Partacz• Diana Carolina-Delila Pietrzyk 
Kelsey Jane Myers Joshua Reed Oakley Chloe Mari Passi Andrew Nicholas Pilacoutas 
Scott Patrick Nadeau Diana Sophia Obracaj• Pauli na Passias William Gabriel Pileggi 
Lisa Ann Nahhas Enrique Ocampo Holly Elizabeth Pasternak Jonathan Alexander P.ino 
Michelle Janayea Nance Bathilde Aliena Marine Jarek Alfredo Pastor Malorie Jordan Pivato 
Natalia Naranjo Mendoza Odolant· Michael James Pastore Hannes Christian Arnold Pluss 
Tia Alexandra Nardini Paul Mitchell Odrobina Chyna Karis Pate Elizabeth Polick 
Hope Elizabeth Nash Mackenzie Grace Ogden Ami Kirti Patel· John Huntley Pollman 
Matt Elliot Nauss Annie Oh Martinique Shari Pares Jack Lorraine Polum 
Jennifer Nava Quincy \Varren Oliver' Patricia Patras Ariel Margaret Pome_rancz 
Chantelle Navarro Arthur Olstad Calvin Michael Patterson Thomas C. Popp 
Andrew AlexanderNavickas Rachel Ormes· Douglas Miles Patterson · Marshall David Porter 
Mackenzie Marie Neaton · Harrison Ornelas Ashley Eri n Paryk· Katelyn Eliz.abeth Potrs 
Cecilia Breanne Needham Alyssa Rae Orozco• Anthony Gabriel Pavel Rory Thomas Prende_rgasr 
JoAnn Elizabeth Neenan Angel Fabian Orozco Kevin Joseph Pcmentel· Ashlee Morgan Prewitt 
Lisa Marie Negron R.icardo Oroz.co Michael Pcmentel Brandi Kionna Vatiste Price 
Calley Ann Nelson• Spencer James Ouellette Richard Raul Pena Bronte Katherine Price 
Eva n Greg Nelson Olufunmilayo Owolabi Narlyn Venice Pereira Dominique Elizabeth Price 
Jordan David Nelson Cody Mathieson Packer Alexander Phillip Perez Nicholas Anthony Price 
Siobhan Nelson• Evan Thomas Paddock Luis Antonio Perez· Jason Lan1ont Pritchard 
Mikayla Mac Neppl· Katherine Ann Pagano• Priscilla Perez A11gelina Pronobis 
Braden 'l'yler Nesin Skyla Elese Page Sofia Victoria Perez James Provan 
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Quin tin Puebla · Samantha Therese Reynolds Mazciel Rodriguez Caroli na Sanchez 
Jovon Therese PuhJyak Nicole Rhino• Benjamin Abraham Roffman Elana Nicole Sanchez 
Raffaele Nicola Pulice Hannah Elizabeth Rhodes Lindsey Leigh Rogers James Jonathan Sanchez 
Joseph James Pulla no Kirk Edwin Rhodes Mackenzie Marie Rogers Jeramie Robert Sanchez 
Ariana Ashley Pup Alexander Roy Rhyan Chaz Louis Rohrman Lionel Sanchez• 
Kelsey Marie Parker Putnam Oavid Michael Rice Melissa Andrea Rojas Natasha Sanchez 
Tara Leilani Putorti• Endre Vanburen Rice Samantha Alexa ndra Rojas Rocio Sanchez 
Mark Ryan Pyznarski Ashly Lyn ne Richardson Luke E. Ronne• Rosa Elena Sanchez 
Julianne Marie Queensen Rachel Richardville Jose Rosa K'Tyrra Sanderfer 
Mauricio Quezada Patrick Ryan Richter Tianna Jami le Rosa Kiara lmani Annette Sa nders 
Bailey Elizabeth Quinn Hana Hayashi Ricken Sarah A. Rose Mitchell Antione Sanders 
Claire Elizabeth Quinn · Kelsey Ridings Rachel Ariel Rosen Harveen Kaur Sandhu • 
Kelsey Quinn Mega n Rieker Daniel Jordan Rosenberg Samuel Sandmel 
Giovannie Quinones Sarah Rifkin• Alexander Kenji Rosenda le Apryl Aretina Sands 
Yuliana Andrea Quinones Johannah Mary Rigdon Margaux M. Rosenda le Michelle Ann Sangster 
Jacob Nicholas Quinsey• Trevor Patrick Rigsby Kevin Michael Rossi • Joann Nicole Sa nta na 
Heriberto Timoteo Quiroz Elisabeth Marie Riley Aoife Rosso Tiffany Marlene Santiago 
Nicole Francisca Quiroz· Harrison Seth Riley Jennifer Marie Roth Noemi Santo 
Tiffany Rashawn Ragsdale Paula Theresa Riley Lindzy Marie Rothkranz John C. Sarantopoulos 
ognjcn Rajkovic Shawn Riley Elizabeth Kelley Rowader Maria Angelica Saucedo 
Hazel Imogen Ralph• Sarah Eli,.abeth Rinehard Katherine Grant Royko Kevin J. Sauer 
Carla Cristina Ramirez Elias Nicholas Rios · Lisa Ruan Aaron Allen Sauerland 
Ma1io Ramirez Genesis M. Rios Christopher Rubarth Vincent Scalise 
Matthew Taylor Ramirez Andrea Maria Rivera· Andrew David Joseph Rubino· Elisabeth Laura Scallet 
A Ilyssa NiccoUe Ramos Esvan Rivera• Zacha.ry·r. Ruddell · Chase Ryan Scarborough 
Jua n Luis Rangel Jessica Marie Rivera lllexis Ruiz Michael James Scelfo 
Mitchell Raymond Ransdell Kateri Tonya Rivera Heath Kristian Rumble· Gina Nicole Schaefer 
Jasmine R. Ransom Anabelen Rivero Austin She ldon Russell Joseph Anthony Schiappa 
1\aron Chistopher Ra)• Anna May Rivers Rachel Marie Ruttle· Orly Schlesinger 
\Voo<ly Ray Kelly L. Rix Angela M. Rutz Tyler Ryan Schlossman 
Spencer Allen Read Joseph Ray Roark Kiera Wells Ryon · Ted Titus Schmid 
Vickie Ann Reaves-Hayes Sarah Robards· La ila Sadat Annette Elizabeth Schmidt 
Joanna Rcdlinska Benjamin James Robb Matthew James Sadowski Forrest Dean Schmidt 
Brandon Reeves Sun Roberson Celina Sa.las Ellen Vera Schniepp• 
Cha isley Lanae Reeves Dillon Burns Roberts David Anthony Salazar Daniel Leo Schroeder 
Jordan Lindsay Reichert• Matthew Lewis Roberts Edward John Ja mes Salecki Thom my F. Schultz 
Rae Simone Reich I in Tyris Carnell Robertson Eri k Salgado Alexander Warren Schu lze 
Sara Ashley Reid Kaileigh Jakirra Robinson Mariyam Salisu Samantha Sarah Schwartz 
Elyse Anne Remenapp Kyle Patrick Roche Ellen Anne Sa lone Jacob Mahlon Schweitzer 
Alexis Nicole Renteria• CamiUe Rodriguez Danie lle Frances Salter Agata Sciupider 
Edwin Mu noz Reyes Eduardo Manuel Rodriguez Jonathan Marc San1aniego Zia Sarette Scott 
Saul Reyes Erica Lynn Rodriguez Jessica Samson Helaina Marie Searfoss• 
Keisa Rochelle Reynolds Manuel Rodriguez Carla M. Sanchez Michelle Marie Segarra • 
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John Joseph Seguin Ashlei• Nicole Smith Taylor Christine Springer Austin M. Swan 
Adam Joseph Seil Cari Ceana Smith Lianna Marie Squillace Matthew Paul Swanson 
Marlee Jane Septak Cozetta Latrice Smith Alexander R. St. Cin Madison J. Swart 
Da niel Steven Servi Jeffrey Peter Smith Ryan Stakland Jacob Dehaven Swartz• 
William Cody Severa Jordan Michael Smith· Alexandra Elizabeth Stalter Nicholas Edward Swartz 
Graham David Severance Joshua Matthew Smith Jacquelin Eln1ita Stanford Firas N. Sweis 
Jamecla Shabazz• Lakeeya Danae Smith Tiffany Michelle Stanford Matthew Oavid Swift 
Lindsy Shapiro Lorina Deveaux Smith Kelsi Staniszeski' Mahjabeen Syed" 
Matthew Scott Shapiro Michael Berry Smith Malissa Nicole Stark· Deanna Lynn Sylvester• 
Kevin R. Sheehan Nicole Sylena Sn1ith Hannah Elizabeth Starr· Kamil KrzysztofSzalewicz 
Nina D. Sheffield Nicole Renee Smith Daniel L.ee Stary Stephanie Helena Szniccr 
Scan Michael Shemerdiak Paris Lovee Smith Lauren Elizabeth Stasio Julian Adam Szuscik 
Ting Shen Rebecca Marie Smith ' Matthew Aaron Steele Aleksandra Szymanska 
Lindsey Victoria Sherman Steven James Smith Andrew \Vai•ne Steere Sebastian Szymczak 
Elizabeth Shiao Sydney Lauren Smith Lisabeth Steiner Sean Daniel Taggart 
Abby Marie Shinnick Taylor Bodkin Smith Erica Scarlett Steinhouse Jessica Tai· 
Alyssa Rae Shirk Gwendolyn Snapp Karoli na Anna Stepek• Mawie Gail ManaysayToJion 
Zachary Robert Shirtum Selamawit Sue Snook Adam Eckert Stephens Genta Allan Tamasb.iro 
Rashmi Shivn i• Grant Robert Snyder• Dior Jose Stephens Annie O'Connell Tarwater 
Jessica Alexandra Shoman Timothy Snyder' Julie Srevens Mits ukiTotebe 
Keenan E. Short Blue Jazmine Sobenes Benjan1in Cooper Stevenson Sydney Tauber 
Tracey Angelique Showers• Sarah Jeeeun Soderquist' Jessica Stevenson Alanna Bianca Taylor 
Cheong Shu Benjamin Garret Solano Krishanna Marie Stevenson Brittany Renee Taylor 
Mary \Vashirca Sidney AShley Elizabeth Solomon Ashley Stewack Rhiannon Taylor' 
Martina Siega Christine Louise Solomonik Lawrence Michael Stewart Z Marseille Taylor 
Kathleen Colleen Siek Derek Solorzano Alex.,a Jade Stiefel Kr:won Leyone Teamer 
Forrest Siller Jillian Victoria Punsalan Somera Alexander Michael Stockdale Breeanna Rachel Tedford· 
Dakota S. Sillyman Eric Somogyi Joshua Morris Stoebner- Richard John Teeling 
Mindy Lee Simmons Joseph Song An.na Maire Stoffels Kallie Rose Tenney 
Deanna Alberta Simms Miten Hiten Soni Michael \Villiam Stokes San1anrha Anne Tenuta 
Kendall Korene Simon Aaron Gregory Soo Hoo Karin Michelle Stone John RodgersTereick 
Alysia Maria Simons• SeanSounth Rhonda Rene Stovall Alexander Paul Terry 
Alexander Simotcs Brooke A. Southard Chanel Strain Miriam Tesfazion 
Clayton Gregory Nieusma Aaron James Spain Alana Stramowski Andrew Martin Thing 
Simpson• Sofia Teresa Spaniolo·Carcano Jillian Kenda.JJ Strange Allyena A. Thomas 
AShley Renee Sims Grant Tyler Spence Kelly Anne Stulgis Brirrany Amanda Thomas 
Tristan Dijon Edward Sims Chelsea Flora Spencer Joshua Tyree Styles Lisa Troi Thomas 
Brittany Ann Siriano David Scott Spencer Lazaro Dario Suarez Michael James Thomas 
Isabel Sirvent Benedicto Emily Phillips Spieler Maria Patrice Succes Nai lah Thomas 
Taylor D. Sitton Vincent Dewayne Spillman, II Jaime Suk Zane Thomas 
Shane Allen Skidmore Abigail Helen Splitt Jack Chih·Chieh Sung Alexis Nichelle Thompson 
Edwina Louise Slay Melissa T. Spor· Lei la Marie Sutcliffe• Andre Devon Thompson 
Alex William Smith Alexa nder Spriggs Ashton Frederick Sutton David Burke Thompson 
Phoenix Abraham Thompson Zachary Turner Maria Alicia Von Dreele Charlotte A. \Veller 
Ronald Justin Thompson Jerry Nathan.iel Tyler Andre Rushion Vu Chelsea Nicole \Vellman• 
Russell Carey Thompson Alicia Verda le Tyson-Patterson Anh Ngoc Kieu Vu Da nie l Renick Wells 
Sabrina ReneeThompson Sherry Lynn Um lah· Quan Minh Vu Debra Lorrai ne \Veils 
Thomas Edward Thon1hill Michael Robert Undas• Lara Ann Vuckovich Carlise M. Welton 
Christa JoyTillman Raheem Shah Uqdah Rachael Michel Wade Benjamin Aaron Wenger· 
Anne ChristineTilma Neebo Orion Urbina Robert Patrick \Vade Markowitz 
Fandy Cendana 'ljcn Tabitha Robin Valdes Alexanclar Roy Wagner Jin Whang 
Grace Adams Toan Joseph Victor Valdivia Corey Drew \Vagner Cassandra Jean \Vhecler 
Jacob Lawrence Toarmina • Christopher Michael Valent Carl Jonas Wahlstrom· Angelique Bianca White 
Emily Ann Tobey• Caroline Nicole Van Arsdell Michael Walczak Brittany \Vhitc 
Christie Marie Tokarski• Jacob \Villiam Van Heel Laurel Nicole \Valdo \Villiam Andrew \Vhite 
Cam1cn Toledo Korey Robett VanHuis Tatia na Latrice Walk·Morris Zachary Francis\Vhite 
Leslie Ann Tooles Carl)' Spencer VanJ..owe Bria J' nae \Valker Kyle Joseph \Vhitehead 
Ashwin Narayan Torke Robert\Villiam Va nOss Jacob Levi \Va Iker Matthew James\Vhitney 
Arturo Thomas Torres Hayley Vandenbranden• Taliah \Vallace Sean Patrick Whitney 
Chloe Margaret Torres Eric Alan Vanderford Tess Elle n \Vallace Justin Alen Wilkins 
Elizabeth Torres Skyler James Va11derboof• Michelle Kristin \Vallengren Curtis Charles\Vilkinson 
Luc Anthony Tousignant Evelyn J. Vargas Brandy D. Walls Anthony James Williams 
Taylor Kori Townsend Grant Ethan Vargas· Megan E. \Valschlager- Slake Anthony \Villiams 
\Vhin1ey Michelle Traylor El izabeth Vargas Camacho Christopher George Walsh I 11 Breana Antionette \Villia ms 
Loria nneTrcphibio Deanna Erika Vasilopoulos Joe Patrick Henry Phil \Valsh Corey Don1inigue \Villiams 
Jesus Fernando Trevino Kane Timothy John Walsh Gabrielle Faith Williams 
Mitchell J. Trevino Sharon Vasquez Kathryn Katie Lynn \Valters Jessica Autumn-Marie Williams 
Nicholas B. Trevino Allie Elizabeth Vaughn Tianwei \Vang Jonatha n Obadiah Williams 
Ale.xis LeshayTribble Anelly Vazquez Undra L. ware Kelsey Nicolle Willian1s 
Ashley S)anoneTrinidad Doreyde Vazquez Robert Andrew Wash Krista-Nia Williams 
David Aaron Tripp• Kevin Michael Vekony• Nicholas John Waszak Savannah Jenee \Villiams 
Jessica Trippler Cody Velez Kassidy Watkins· Sean Michael Williams 
Bra ndie Nichole Trotter Bianca Veltre Allison Brooke Wayne• Shardai Williams 
Patrick Thomas Tsotsos Kyle Nicholas Verbeke Francesca Amanda \Veaver· Tayler Breanne \Vi1liams 
James Devere Tuck Keisha Ann marie Vernon Chaney T. Denin Williams 
Colleen Elizabeth Tucker Elizabeth Marie Vestal Cole K. Weber• 'riff any Nicole Williams 
Jorda n Tyler Tucker Yessenia Marissa Villanueva Dylan John Weber• John Perry \Villis 
Marion Nell Tucker' Juan Diego Villasenor Keenen Glen Webster MaddyC. \Villms · 
Adam Garrison Tuhy Tyler Vinezeano Samue l Louis Weesner Mark Thomas Willms 
Rachana ChoudaryTummala Natasha Vinson Stephan.ie Ann Weidman Alicia Victoria \Vilson 
Steven William Turco Samantha Jane Vinton• Haley Lynn Weigma n• Roxanne S. Wilson 
Hannah Turnbaugh Kassandra Vitogiannis Marthe Joy \Veil• Sheila Maria \Vilson• 
Gregory Turner Marina Vjetrovic Nicole Shay Weinberg Tiffa ny Dionne Wilson 
Lindsey DiallieTurner Thomas E. Vohasek • Jorie Rachel \Veiss Lauren \Viltgcn 
Morris Ja mal Turner Natha niel Steven Volchko• Connor Firz patrick Weic-, Alexandra Marie \Vochrle 
Sierra Turner• Chad T Volkers Joshua Raymond \Veitzel Alexa Joan \Volak 
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Anna Rose Wolfe • Brittany Lorene \Vright · Sarah Young• Catherine Ann Zerega 
Emcs Kanoa Wolfe·Doblin· Jeremy D. \Vright Monsurar Olatoyosi Yusuf Kylie Celine Zermeno· 
1,eigha Elizabeth \Vondergem Lauren \Vrobel ' Alyssa Diane Za,tek Julia Yuzhu Zheng 
Louis King Lok Wong Kellie Michelle \Vyatt Elly Zaid XueniZhou 
Jia Wenn \Voo Lauren Cheri Wyatt Jess ica Kristine Zambrano Andrew \ViUiam Ziegler 
Sarah Marie Wood Linda Katherine \Vyatt Phillip Matthew Zarcone· Andrew Peter Zimmerman 
Stephen E \Vood Elizabeth Therese Wycklendt Michael Phil ip Zarowny Robert Joseph Zoha Hawk 
Kristi n Tara \Voodmancy Amanda Maria Wythe Miguel Zavala, Jr. Gafa Zol 
Catherine Martha w oods 8radlie Ann Yanniello' Alexandra Anna Zawada Hallie Mara Zolkower-Kutz 
Garrett Lee Woods ' Christopher Yarka Socorro Za)•as Alyssa Davis Zopp 
Lakia \Voods Nicole Yiakos Arie Lovell Zeeck Camille Maria Zunica 
Lisa Marie Woodson Dana Marie Young Ryan Robert Zeb· 
Joi-Noe lle Kiersrin Worley• Rebecca Cole Young Jordan Leigh Zeman 
Andrea Nicole \Vright Rebecca Young• Katrina Marie Zemrak 
Candidates for the 
SECOND BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2015 
Ryan Arcellana• Cbristianne Valeria Jimenez Carolina Posse Ta ra R. Shah' 
James Peter Coolsen Jennife r l.. Klingbe rg Zachary Allen Pruitt' Carly \Vbitehead · 
Eric Dobson• Jamie Lynne Lehtola· Anna Etin Rathman · Bruce Arik Whitenack 
Rita Jenna Fisher' Michael Fanning Lojkovic ' Jose Robe rto Rios Jeremy T. \Voods 
Nina Natacha Francois Joa nn Mikhail Jennifer Rodriguez Alexandra Jane Wyldcr 
Mark Goldsberry • Shenita Marrai Murphy Bryan Anthony Rosendatr· Dongyuan Zhang 
)an'I Hastings-Robinson Vi Ngoc Uyen Nguyen· Daniella Scalzitti • 
Michael Patrick Holland Stefanie Marie Piatkiewicz Jessica Lynn Scott 
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-Columbia College Chicago would like to extend most sincere thanks to 
the faculty. staff. students. alumni, and friends of the College whose hard 
work and talent have made the 2015 Commencement possible. 
Student Success would also like to extend heartfelt thanks to the 
Offices of the President. Development and Alumni Relations. Campus 
Environment. Creative Services. Business Affairs. Academic Affairs. the 
Provost. the Graduate Office and the Deans of the Schools of Fine and 
Performing Arts. Liberal Arts and Sciences. and Media Arts as well as their 
talented faculty and staff for their support. 
The 2015 Commencement 
Producers would also like to 
recognize the following: 
American Sign Language 
Interpretation 
Esteban Amaro 
Jenna Baugh 
Somone Bowman 
Candace Hart-Hathaway 
Jennifer Porter 
Tiffany Sersen 
Christy Thomas 
Duriyah Wilborn 
Student Production 
Assistants 
Santiago Covarrubias '16 
Sonia Jourdain '16 
Rosetta Lane '16 
Kart Lewis · 16 
Calvin Patterson · 15 
Kailey Roth ·15 
Kevin Sinclair '18 
Rachel Vena · 17 
Canton Yarber '16 
Commencement Photography 
Contest Winner 
Rudy Lorejo '15 
Commencement Poetry 
Contest Winner 
Katherine Goldstein M.F.A. ·15 
Manifest Music Composition 
Contest Winner 
Logan Stahley M.F.A. '15 
Manifest & Portfolio Day 
Video Producers 
Green River Films. Inc. 
Sam Sanders ·01 
John Farbrother '03 
Site Producer 
Charles Gomez 
Stage Manager 
Debra Liddell 
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COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
Joe Cerqua 
Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley 
Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, Ph.D. 
Acting Chair, Music 
Best Day of My Life 
American Authors 
Walkabout 
Recording and Performance 
Ensemble 
Bone 1hrower 
Anthony Piazza 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
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Love Train 
Kenny Gamble & Leon Huff 
Arr. Thomas Gunther 
Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
Treasure 
Bruno Mars 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase 
Forget. Regret 
Roy Hargrove 
Fusion Ensemble 
I Heard It 1hro11gh the Grapevine 
Norman Whitfield & Barrett Strong 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase 
Swing Dip 
Karolina Prus 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
Brighrer Day 
Kirk Franklin 
Orches1tated by Scott Hall 
Columbia College 
Commencement Choir 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
Fire 
Walkabout 
Walkabout 
Recording and Performance 
Ensemble 
Stop co Love 
Luther Vandross 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase 
Song for Barry 
Michael Brecker 
Fusion Ensemble 
I St/II Haven ·r Found Wilm I'm 
Looking For 
U2 
Arr. Carey Oeadman 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase 
Walkabout 
COLUM BIA COLLEGE 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Scott Hall 
Director 
Saxophone Section 
Jack Willson• 
John Kelsie 
Aisha Clark 
John Cunningham 
Karolina Prus 
Patrick Kennedy 
Trombone Section 
Ariel Danzy 
Ryan McRobie 
Johanna Mahmud 
Trumpets 
Sam Harris 
Mike Matrasko 
Jordan Dingle 
Miles Allen 
Wesley Moore 
Rhythm Section 
Perry Cowdery 
CheeHoJeong* 
Tony Piazza 
Conor Fortune* 
Anthony Scandora 
R & B ENSEMBLE: 
SHOWCASE 
Chuck Webb 
Director 
Eua Morris {vocal) 
Amber McMillan (vocal) 
Jacquie Hoeger (vocal) 
Kiana Mayes {vocal) 
Deonte Brantley (drums) 
Joshua Griffin {bass) 
Mackenzie Brooks (keyboards) 
Regi Drake (guitar) 
WALKABOUT 
RECORDING AND 
PERFORMANCE 
ENSEMBLE 
Gary Yerklns 
Director 
Daniel McConoughey 
{guitar/vocals) 
Regi Drake {guitar) 
Alex Barrett (vocals) 
Kayla Knight (vocals)* 
Christian Jenkins (drums) 
Joshua Griffin {bass) 
FUSION ENSEMBLE 
WIiiiam Boris 
Director 
Jack Willson (soprano)* 
Johnathon Cunningham (tenor) 
Amber McMillan {vocal) 
Justin Reckamp {guitar) 
Danny Wells (bass)* 
James Boyd {drums) 
CheeHo Jeong {keyboards)* 
COMM ENCEMENT 
CHOIR 
Walter Owens 
Director 
Medhan Abraha (alto) 
Endya Black (SOP) 
D'Zharl Bolden (alto) 
MacKenzie Brooks (ten) 
Shantel Cribbs (sop) 
Austin Echols (ten)* 
Jazmyne Fountain (sop)* 
Michael Hoskins {ten) 
Janelle Irving {sop)* 
Kelsie Johnson (alto) 
Rockeal Jones (alto) 
Kayla Kelly (sop) 
Kiana Mayes (alto) 
Byron Park (ten) 
Michael Rawls (tenor) 
Forrest Siller (ten)* 
Matthew Steele {ten)* 
Simone Townsend (sop) 
Marina Vjetrovic {alto)* 
Tiffany Wilson (sop) 
* • graduating senior 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
CHAIRMAN 
Richard P. Kiphart 
VICE CHAIR 
Chester T. Kamin 
VICE CHAIR 
Sylvia Neil 
TREASURER 
Barry Sabloff 
SECRETARY 
Sharon Reese-Dalenberg 
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TRUSTEES 
Andrew Alexander 
Madeleine Moore Burrell 
Lester Coney 
Steve Devick 
Susan V. Downing 
Jeremy 0. Efroymson 
Georgia Fogelson 
John R, Gehron 
Devin A. Gross 
Joan Hammel, ex officio 
John McClain Holmes 
Kwang-Wu Kim, O.M.A., ex officio 
Averill Leviton 
Jay Leib 
Frederick C. Lowinger 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Arlen 0. Rubin 
Asha L I. Spencer 
Arthur Sussman 
Andreas Waldburg-Wolfegg 
Sona Wang 
Allison Grant Williams 
Hugh C. Williams 
Robert A. Wislow 
William E. Wolf 
TRUSTEES EMERITI 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
Victor Skrebneskl 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
HONORARY TRUSTEE 
Bill Kurtis 
Allen M. Turner 
SENIOR ADMINISTRATION 
Kwang-\Vu Kim, O.M.A. 
President and CEO 
Stanley '!'. Wearden, Ph.O. 
Senior Vice President and Provos1 
Patricia Bergeson 
Vice P(esidont of Legal Affalf'S and 
Genetal Counsel 
DEANS 
Robin Bargar, AMusO 
Dean. School of Media Arts 
Suzanne Blum Malley, Ph.O. 
lnteflm Dean, School of Ubcral Arts 
and Sciences 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ANO 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Paul Amandes 
Theatre (Interim) 
Tim Cozzens, MFA 
An +- Design (Interim) 
Peter Fitzpatrick, MFA 
Photography 
Susan Imus 
c,eat1ve Arts Therapies 
Onye Ozuzu, MFA 
Dance 
Debra Riley Parr, Ph.O. 
Fashion Studies 
Michelle Gates 
Vice President of Business Affairs 
and CFO 
Mark Kelly 
Vice Presidenl of Student Success 
Jan Chindlund 
Dean of the Library 
Philippe Ravanas 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
Rosita Sands, Ph.O. 
Music (Acting Chair) 
THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ANO SCIENCES 
Peter Cook 
American Sign Language (Interim) 
Steven Corey, Ph.O. 
Humanities. History, 
and Social Sciences 
Kennet h Oalcy, Ph.D. 
English 
2015 FACULTY EMERITI 
George Bailey, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, English 
Michelle Citron 
Professor. Interdisciplinary ArtS 
Charles Kimball, Ph.O. 
Special Assistant for Strategic 
Initiatives 
Dayle Matchett 
Chief of Staff 
John Green, Ph.D. 
Interim Dean. School of fine and 
Performing Arts 
Constantin Rasinariu, Ph.O. 
Science and Mathematics 
Carol Lloyd Rozans ky, Ph.O. 
Education 
MatthcwShenoda, MFA 
Creative Writing (Interim) 
THE SCHOOL OF MEDIA ARTS 
Barbara Ca labrese 
Radio 
Joseph Cancellaro, Ph.O. 
Interactive Arts and Media 
Michael Nicderman, MFA 
Television 
John Oylong 
Associate Professor. Art+ Design 
Debora h Maue 
Vice Pa~sident of Strategic Marketing 
and Communlcatloos 
Jonathan Stern 
Vice President of Development and 
Alumni Relations 
Sharon \Vilson-'l'aylor, Ph.O. 
Associate Vice President and Dean of 
Students 
Niki Nolin 
tnterdisciplinary Arts (Interim) 
Bruce Sheridan 
Cinema Art + Science 
Leonard Strazewski 
Advertising and Public Relations 
(Interim} 
Journalism (lntedm) 
Pantelis Vassila kis, Ph.O. 
Audio Arts & Acoustics 
Chap Freeman 
Professor, Cinema An + Science 
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Write your n1essages and 1nen1ories! 
CLASS OF 2015 
Write your n1essages and n1emories! 
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• JUMPING IN/ JUMPING OFF" 
by RUDY LOREJO ' 15 
COMMENCEMENT PHOTO COMPETITION WINNER 
